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A GLOSSARY TO AELFRIC'S EXAMERON 
ANGLICE OR THE OLD ENGLISH HEXAMERON 
by Christa N. Norville 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis provides a glossary to Aelfric's Exameron 
Anglice or The Old English Hexameron, edited, introduced, 
collated, and translated by S. J. Crawford, Bibliothek 
der angelsachsischen Prosa, Vol. 10. 
In the glossary the OE words of the text and the 
glosses added to the original text during the wane of the 
OE period are listed in alphabetical order and cited by 
line and halfline. While medieval glosses are merely 
cross-referenced to the appropriate OE words, the cita- 
tions for OE words include MnE definitions and all the 
grammatical information expected in a glossary, i.e. caseu 
gender, number, person, mood, and the like. 
Whenever an inflectional ending departs from the ex- 
pected or usual form, an explanatory note is added to the 
citation, pointing the user of the glossary to the perti- 
nent chapter or paragraph of a given reference work. How- 
ever, recurring ambiguities, such as exist in the use of 
the dative and instrumental cases, are noted and explained 
only in the introduction, for pointing thejn out in each 
•A 
instance would have been both cumbersome and repetitive. 
In preparing the glossary, Bosworth and Toller's 
An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary served as the/ primary source 
for KnE  definitions, Campbell's Old English Grammar and 
Siever's Altenglische Grammatik nach der angelsachsischen 
Grammatik for grammatical and syntactical designations. 
\ 
Introduction 
This thesis provides a glossary to Aelfric's Exameron 
Anglice or The Old English Hexameron, edited, introduced, 
>llated, and transTa^te^Wj^S. J. Crawford, Bibliothek 
der angelsachsischen Prosa, Vol. 10. 
The OE headwords are arranged in alphabetical order, 
as coming between ad and af, £ or d following t. Citations 
are made by line and halfline, e.g. 50a indicates that the 
referenced word appears in the a-halfline of the text's 
fiftieth line. Where no internal line division exists, 
the line is cited only by its appropriate number. In the 
text's line count, one line is omitted, i.e. the line 
numbered k70  is the sixth rather than the fifth line 
following line 465; consequently, the glossary cites line 
469A as well as 469B. 
During the decline of the- OE period, a number of 
glosses were added to the original text. These glosses 
are ^alphabetized with the OE headwords, underlined, and 
cross-referenced to the appropriate OE words. 
Verb classes are identified by numerals following 
the headword, Roman numerals for weak, Arabic numerals 
for strong verbs. When parts of both strong and weak verbs 
differ in their base vowels from their infinitives, they 
are cross-referencedj thus, for example, aras is cross- 
referenced to arlsan. 
In determining the MnE meaning of an OE word, Bos- 
worth and Toller's An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary served as 
the primary source, but Clark Hall's and Grein's dic- 
tionaries were also used.  When the text's spelling 
varies considerably from Bosworth and Toller's usage, 
Bosworth and Toller's version is cross-referenced to that 
of the text. Although the text, except in a few instances, 
does not mark vowel length, it is indicated with a 
macron. 
Several OE nouns have more than one  grammatical 
gender. Unless an adjective, demonstrative pronoun, or 
inflection fixes the gender of such a noun, all possible 
genders are listed. 
In the text a number of Latin loanwords appear. 
While loanwords are usually incorporated into the OE in- 
flectional system, they may also "retain their Lat. de- 
clensional endings in whole or in part." Both methods 
of dealing with loanwords are present in the Hexameron; 
we find, therefore, into Paradisum (481a) and to dam 
A. Campbell, Old English Grammar (Oxford: Claren- 
don, 1959). p. 219. 
upplican Paradise (521b). Inflections carried over from 
Latin are identified in the glossary by parenthetical 
notes. Similarly, when a word's inflection deviates from 
the expected or common form, an explanatory note is added 
to the citation, as in the case of heofone (34b). 
The distinction between the dative and instrumental 
cases cannot always be made with certainty since their 
uses and inflectional suffixes overlap. "This is partly 
because this case [the dativej had largely come to ex- 
press the function of the old instrumental in addition to 
2 
those of the dative proper."  Consequently, whenever the 
inflection of an adjective or noun or the form of a demon- 
strative pronoun could indicate both the dative and the 
instrumental, the word is marked as dative, even though 
means or instrumentality is expressed. The instrumental 
case is designated only when a pronoun form or inflection 
excludes the dative case. 
Ambiguity also occurs in the designation of mood. 
Since -on is consistently used for the optative plural, 
the distinction between optative and indicative is to 
some degree a matter of judgement, particularly in de- 
pendent clauses introduced by ba?t. As a rule the.- "in- 
dicative is used when the content of the noun clause is 
Randolph Quirk and C. C. Wrenn, An Old English 
Grammar, Methuen's Old English Library TNew Yorki Holt, 
Rinehart &  Winston, 1957). P- 64. 
5 
presented as fact, as certain, as true, or as a result 
which has actually followed or will follow" and the opta- 
tive or subjunctive when the content indicates "condition, 
desire, obligation, supposition, perplexity, doubt, un- 
certainty, or unreality," but this rule does not always 
hold true: the "indicative does not always state a fact 
. . . nor does the subjunctive always imply uncertainty, 
3 
doubt, or the like."^ The user of this glossary is, there- 
fore, cautioned against taking the provided designations 
as absolute. 
The following abbreviations are used for grammatical 
classifications: 
a a-halfline conj. conjunction 
abr. abbreviation dat. dative 
ace . accusative dem. demonstrative 
adj. adjective fern. feminine 
adv. adverb, adverbial gen. genitive 
anom. anomalous ind. indicative 
b b-halfline indef. indefinite 
card. cardinal inf. infinitive 
comp. comparative infl. inflected 
J
  Bruce Mitchell, A Guide to Old English (Ox- 
ford: Basil Blackwell, 1965), p. 69. 
imp. imperative pi. plural 
inst. instrumental prep. preposition 
masc. masculine pres. present 
n. noun pret. preterit 
neut. neuter pron. pronoun 
nom. nominative rel. relative 
num. numeral subst. substantive 
opt. optative superl. superlative 
ord. ordinal var. variant 
P- participle vb. verb 




a adv., always; 44b, 517a. 
a-beran     4. vb., to bear, carry; inf. 138a; -baire, sg. 
pres. opt. 138b. 
a-butan     I. adv., around, about; 144a, 232b. 
II. prep., around, about; with ace. 237a. 
ac conj., but; 4a, 20a, 37a, 42a, 78b, 109a, 
137b, 163a, 169a, 171b, 230a, 296a, 309a, 
309b, 316a, 317b, 364a, 366a, 379a, 381b, 
385, 389a, 419a, 423a, 439b, 525a. 
a-blSwan    7>  vb., to breathe, blow; -bleow, 3* sg. 
pret. ind. 346a. 
a-bleow     see a-blawan. 
a-cennan    I. vb., to beget, bring forth, produce; -e, 
2. sg. imp. 266a; -ed, past p. 27a, 3?lh; 
-ede, past p. agreeing with pi. subject 277b, 
372b. 
8 
a-draefan    I. vb., to drive away; -de, 3- sg. pret. 
ind. 456a. 
a-dreogan   2. vb., to endure, bear, suffer; inf. 68b. 
a-dun       adv., down, downward; 3^7b, 322a. 
ae n. fern., law, statute, custom; indeclinable, 
24a. 
aefen       n. masc., evening, eventide; ace. sg. 209a. 
sefer       adv., always; 37a, 4la, 71b, 84b, 144a, 232b, 
377a, 386b,^389a, 415a, ,471a, 524b, 537b. 
aefter      I. adv., afterwards; 110b, 129a. 
II. prep., after; 447a. 
asg-cfer     indef. pron. , each, both; ace. sg. 455a. 
eelc        I. -indef. pron., each, any, every; nom. sg. 
masc. 282b. II. adj., each, any, every; 
nom. sg. neut. 294a, 382a; -urn, dat. sg. 
neut. 199a, 377a, 405a; -e, inst. sg. masc. 
or neut. 371a. 
\j 
asle-midde   n. fem., the exact middle; -an, ace. sg. kkk\>. 
asl-mihtig   adj., almighty; nom. sg. masc. 32b, 62a, 72b, 
80b, 175b, 500b; -a, nom. sg. masc. wk. 2a, 
15a, 35a, 47b, 217a, 388a, 479a; -an, gen. sg. 
masc. wk. 49b; -ne , ace. sg. masc. 84a; -an, 
ace. sg. masc. wk. as subst. 313. 
aene adv., once; 146b. 
aenig        I. indef. pron., anyone; nom. sg. neut. 60a. 
II. adj., any; -um, dat. sg. masc. 14b. 
aeppel-beere  adj., apple-bearing, fruit-bearing; -um, dat. 
pi. neut. 198a. 
air I. adv., before, earlier, formerly; lb, 34b, 
81b, 106a, 464a, 468b, 472a, 476b, 519b; 
-est, superl. 33a. II. conj., before; 221b. 
III. adj., first, former; -an, dat. sg. masc. 
wk. 6b; -an, ace. pi. masc. wk. as subst. 
373b. 
aer-clam-cte   conj . , till, before; 15a. (Sir-clan-de) 26a, 
35a, 41b, 217a. 
aet n. masc, food; -es, gen. sg. 18b (glossed 
in medieval times with "metes"), 474b. 
aet prep., in, for, at; with dat. 167a, 318b, 
369a, 480b, 502b. 
aete        see etan. 
10 
ee ton        see etan. 
a-fseran     I. vb., to terrify, affright; -ed, past p. 
29^-b. 
a-fasstnian  II. vb., to inscribe, make firm; -ode, 3* sg. 
pret. ind. 22b. 
a-feallan   7. vb., to fall down; -feoll, 3« sg. pret. 
ind. 299b, 4-51a. 
a-fe"dan     I. vb., to feed, nourish; -fedde, 3* sg. pret. 
ind. 20a. 
a-feoll     see a-feallan. 
5gen        adj., own; hagenes, gen. sg. neut. 431a; -ne, 
ace. sg. masc. 170a, 3^3b, 4l9b; ace. sg. neut. 
423b; -e, ace. sg. fern. 90a, 525b; -urn, dat. 
sg. masc. 508a; -urn, dat. sg. neut. 189a; 
-re, dat. sg. fern. 391b; -um, dat. pi. masc. 
neut. or fem. 199b. 
a-growan    7.  vb., to cover; -en, past p. 196a. 
a-hreas     see a-hreosan. 
a-hreosan   2. vb., to rush, fall, fall down; -hreas, 3. 
sg. pret. ind. 323a« 
a-lysan     I. vb., to let loose, release from, deliver; 
11 
^ 
inf. 499a; -de, 3. sg. pret. ind. 509a. 
am medieval gloss for "eom," 53a. 
an adj., one; nom. sg. masc. 72b, 148b, wk. 383a, 
500a, 542a; nom. sg. fern. l^+8b; -es, gen. 
sg. masc. 172a; -es, gen. sg. neut. 62b, 
434a; -re, gen. sg. fern. 63a, 337b; -urn, 
dat. sg. masc. 102b, 145b; -urn, dat. sg. 
neut. 349a, 435; -re, dat. sg. fern. 63b, 72a, 
146a, 340a, 541b; asnne , ace. sg. masc. 84a; 
wk. meaning "alone," -a, nom. sg. masc. wk. 
15b; -urn, dat. sg. neut. wk. 240a (glossed 
in medieval times with "one"); -ufn, dat. pi. 
wk. 374b. 
an-bldan    I. vb., to await; -igende, pres. p. 478a. 
and conj., and; used 227 times. 
anda        n. masc, malice, envy, hatred; -an, dat. sg. 
452a. 
andan       medieval gloss for "modignysse," 309b. 
and-git     n. neut., understanding, knowledge, sense; 
-e, dat. sg. 4b, 8a, 50a, 77b; ace. sg. 28a, 
45. 69a, 94a, 343a. 
and-weard   adj., present; -an, ace. sg. masc. wk. 370. 
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an-gin      n. neut. , a beginning; nom. sg. 30a, 49a, 53a, 
54a, 98a, 385; -ne, dat. sg. 33a, 35b, 47a, 
54b, 377a; ace. sg. 382a, 384a. 
an-licnyss n. fern., a likeness, image; nom. sg. 34lb; -e, 
dat. sg. 332b, 339a, 340a, 345b; -urn, dat. pi. 
340b. 
an-nyss n. fern., unity, one-ness; nom. sg. 339b; -e, 
dat. sg. 83b; -e, ace. sg. 337a. 
an-syn n. fern., a face,countenance; -e, ace. sg. 
346a. 
an-timber   n. neut., substance, matter; nom. sg. 98b. 
an-weald    n. masc., power, dominion; -e, dat. sg. 3*6b, 
423a; ace. sg. 333b, 353a. 
a-ras see a-risan. 
a-ra?can     I. vb., to reach, get at; inf. 254. 
a-reccan    I. vb., to put forth; inf. 535b. 
ard-lice    adv., quickly, immediately; 187b. 
a-risan 1. vb., to rise; -ras,-3« sg. pret. ind. 510a, 
ar-wurpian  II. vb., to give honor, worship; -odon, 3« pi' 
pret. ind. 464b. 
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a-smeagan II.   vb.,   to, look  closely  into,   ponder,   judges 
infl.   inf.   64b. 
assa 
a-teon 
n.   masc,   a male  ass;   nom.   sg.   280. 
a-syndran I.   vb.,   to put asunder,   separate;   -ode,   3« 
sg.   pret.   ind.   169a. 
2. vb., to draw out or away; inf. 132b. 
a-teorian   II. vb. , to fail, cease; -ad*", 3« sg. pres. 
ind. 132a. 
a-weaxan    7. vb., to grow; -en, past p. 439a. 
a-wendan    I. vb., to turn away, avert, change; -de, 
3. sg. pret. ind. 5Ha; -de, past p. agree- 
ing with pi. subject 319a. 
a-wendendlic  adj., movable; nom. sg. neut. 50^h. 
a-wrSt see a-wrltan. 
a-writan 1.   vb.,   to write   down;   -wrSt,   J.   sg.   pret. 
a-wyrged 
r\ 
ind. 48b, 156b, l?8a; -writen, past p. 362b. 
adj., corrupted, accursed; -urn, dat. sg. neut. 
449b; -urn, dat. pi. masc. 319b. 
14 
B 
bam see begen. 
"be prep., about, through, near, on, in, by, con- 
cerning; with dat. a. local 255; b. indicating 
relationship to subject or matter 10a, 67b, 
92b, 106a, 120a, 156a, 178b, 224a, 264b, 302a, 
320a5 c. indicating means or cause 77b, 251b, 
255. 279b, 287b, 524b; be dale, adv., 285b. 
be-bead     see be-beodan. 
be-beodan   2. vb., to give a command, to command, to 
order; -bead, 3- sg. pret. ind. 126a, 195b,t 
481b. 
be-bod      n. neut., a command, decree, order; -e, dat. 
sg. 435; ace. sg. 440, 443a (glossed in medi- 
eval times with "heste")■ 
bee see boc. 
be-com      see be-cuman. 
be-cuman    4. vb. , to come, become, happen; -cuinad\ J. 
pi. pres. ind. 488b, 521b, 534b; -com, 3. sg. 
pret. ind. 29b. 
begen       pron., both; -ra, gen. pi. fern. 6la, 77a; 
15 
buta, nom. pi. masc. 453a; bam, dat. pi. masc. 
61b. 
be-hatan    7» vb., to praise, vow; -en, past p. 539« 
be-healdan  7-   vb., to take heed; -act, pi. imp. 482a. 
be-hydan    I. vb., to hide, conceal; -hyd, past p. 407a. 
be-lucan    2. vb., to enclose; -lyccf, 3« sg. pres. ind. 
142a. 
be-lycd     see be-lucan. 
be-neodan   prep., beneath, under, below; with dat. a. 
local 231a; b. separated from its object 238a. 
beon        anom. vb., to be 5 inf. 312b, 316a; eom, 1. sg. 
pres. ind. 53a (glossed in medieval times 
with "am") s byst,-->2. sg. pres. ind. 437b; is, 
3. sg. pres. ind. 4a, 15b, 24b, 30b, 32a, 49a, 
54a, 55a, 6la, 64a, 73a, 73b, 74a, 76b, 90b, 
103a, 116a, 135a, 143a, 148a, 150a, 164a, 174a, 
175a, 176a, 223a. 314, 331. 333b, 339b, 341b, 
342a, 369, 377b, 385, 407a, 410a, 445b, 483a, 
500b, 513b, 516a, 526b; byd\ 3. sg. pres. ind. 
39a, 164b, 176b, 26lb, 272a, 282b, 295b, 371b, 
531a, 532a; synd, 3. pi. pres. ind. 23a, 160, 
201b (glossed in medieval times with "beod"); 
16 
bera 
syndon, 3- pi- pres. ind. 46a, 122, 180a, 
251a, 256, 262b, 405b, 493a; beoct, 3. pi. pres. 
ind. 134b, 221a, 24?a, 253a, 273b, 274b, 277b, 
2793-1 289a; beget", medieval gloss for "synd" 
201b? beo, 3- sg. pres. opt. 80a, 223a; beo, 
medieval gloss for "sy" 362b5 sy, si, 3- sg. 
pres. opt. 183a, 3&2b (glossed in medieval 
times with "beo");      beon, 3- pi. pres. 
opt. 203b, 248b, 258} beod, pi. imp. 352a; 
wa3S, 3- sg. pret. ind. 37a, l6?a, 168a, 186b, 
350a, 389a, 413a, 429a, 433b, 434b, 439b, 
444a, 449a, 465b, 484a, 502a, 504a; wa?ron, 3- 
pi. pret. ind. 97b, 127b, 154b, 155b, 318b, 
356b, 454a, 462a, 476b; wsere,3. sg. pret. 
opt. 8b, 41a, 376b, 414a, 416b, 441, 442b, 
485a; negated forms: nis, 3- sg. pres. ind. 
260a, ni(e)s in 305b» 533a; naes, 3. sg. pret. 
incty 13a, 34b, 107a, 362a, 387a, 420a, 438a; 
nalron, pi. pret. ind. 216a, 380a, 380b, 422b. 
1      ' 
n. masc. wk., a bear; -an, nom. pi. 284bs -an, 
ace. pi. 276a. 
be-swac see be-swican. 
be-swican 1.   vb.,   to  deceive,   delude;   -swac,   3-   sg.   pret. 













adj. comp., better; nom. sg. neut. 516a; -an, 
gen. sg. neut. 537b. 
I. vb. , to turn; -<$,   J>.   sg. pres. ind. 146b. 
I. adv., within; 433b. 
II. prep., in>within; with dat. a. local 143a, 
185b, b. temporal 3a; with ace. 427b. 
1. vb., to bite; inf. 257; byton, pi. pret. 
ind. 460a. 
n. masc, breath, spirit; ace. sg. 346b. 
n. fern., a blessing; -e, dat. sg. 351b. 




n. masc, a blossom, flower; -urn, dat. pi. 
191a. 
n. fern., a book; nom. sg. 224b, 329b; bee, 
dat. sg. 50la; bee, nom. pi. 23a, 264a; boca, 
gen. pi. 30a? bocum, dat. pi. 22a. 
n. masc, breast, bosom; -e, dat. sg. 142a, 
185a. 






adj., large, spacious; nom. sg. neut. 136a; 
nom. sg. fern. 183a; -urn, dat. sg. masc. 237b; 
-an, dat. sg. masc. wk. 233a• 
n. fem., largeness, extent, surface; nom. sg. 
136b; -e, dat. sg. 166b; -e, ace. sg. 1^2b. 
prep., above; with dat. 155b, 249, 3Ha; with 
ace. 151b, 160, 238b. 
I. prep., without, against, except; with dat. 
95a, 107a, 173b, 37^b, 377a, 39^a, kZka,   ^32a, 
^72b; with gen. kjka. 
II. conj., except, save, but; 383a. 
by st see be on. 
by ton see bitan. 
bye* see beon. 
C 
caeld see calan. 
calan 
calend 
6. vb., to be or become cold; ca3ld\ 3-   sg. 
pres. ind. 529a. 
n. masc., a month; -as, nom. pi. 116b; abr, 
"kl." in 220b. 
canst see cunnan. 
19 
castel medieval gloss for "wighus," 292b. 





I. vb., to betake oneself to, desire, keep; 
-cf, 3* sg. pres. ind. 529b. 
n. neut. , a child, infant; -um, dat. pi. 374b, 
n. neut., a kind, genus; -e, dat. sg. 463b. 
medieval gloss for "fider-," 272a. 
cleopede    medieval gloss for "genet," 149. 
clyfer-fete  adj., claw-footed; nom. pi. masc. 256. 
come see cuman. 
costnung    n. fern., a trial, tribulation; -um, dat. pi. 
465b, 488a, 521a. 
craeft      n. masc, skill, power; -es, gen. sg. 364b; 
-e, dat. sg. 36b, 291b; ace. sg. 38b. 
creopan     2. vb., to crawl, creep; crypd, 3. sg. pres. 
ind. 241 (glossed in medieval times with 
"creopd"); -ende, pres. p. 273b. 
creopenda(£)n adj., crawling; from pres. p. of creopan; 
ace. pi. wk. 267b. 






adj., alive; -e, nom. pi. masc. 134b; -e , 
ace. pi. neut. 266b. 
4. vb., to come; cymd, 3« sg. pres. ind. 
408a; -ad\ 3.   pi. pres. ind. 409b; come, 3. 










pret. pres. vb., to know, become acquainted 
with, to be able to; canst, 2. sg. pres. ind. 
86b; -on, pi. pres. ind. 69b, 152b, 278b; 
cude , 3- sg. pret. ind. 14a, 468b; cucton, 3- 
pi. pret. ind. 455a. 
see cunnan. 
see cunnan. 
see ewe clan. 
5. vb., to speak, say, proclaim; cwaed 3- sg. 
i 
pret. ind. 52a, 302a, 310a, 320a, 329a, 436a; 
cwedende, pres. p. 178b, 246b. 
I. vb. , to speak; cwyct, 3- sg. pres. ind. 














n.   masc.,   a  sermon,   discourse;   -e,   dat.   sg. 
6b. 
see   cwlctan. 
see   cydan. 
n.   masc,   cold,   coldness?   nom.   sg.   227a. 
see   cuman. 
n. neut., a throne? ace sg. JlOh. 
n. neut., kind, race, progeny, lineage 5 -e, 
dat. sg. 469b, 519a? ace pi. 278a. 
n. neut., kind; -e, dat. sg. 267a; -um, dat. 
pi. 268b, 270b. 
n. masc, a free choice, free will; ace sg. 
419b. 
I. vb. , to make known, tell, reveal; inf. 14b; 
-aot, 3. pl. pres. ind. 83a, 515a; cydde, 3. 
sg. pret. ind. 27b, 496a. 
n. masc, day; nom. sg. 148b, 221b, 223a, 
227b, 357a; -es, gen. sg. 109a, Ilia, 113a, 
208b, 2l4a; -e, dat. sg. 96a, 102b, 119b, 140a, 
22 
165a, 200a, 239a, 265a, 297a, 358b, 36la, 
510b; ace. sg. 115a, 128a, 203a, 360b, 370; 
daga, gen. pi. 18a; -urn, dat. pi. 3a, 20^b. 
dsel        n. neut., a part; -e, dat. sg. 285b. 
dead-lie    adj., mortal; nom. masc. sg. 417a, ^37b, bkl; 
-e, nom. masc. pi. 45^-a. 
deap        n. masc., death; nom. sg. ^38a; -es, gen. 
sg. ^78a; -e, dat. sg. 508a, 510a. 
deofol      n. masc., the devil; nom. sg. 299b, 328a; 
-es, gen. sg. 399a; -e, dat. sg. 396a, kk9at 
ace. sg. 39b, 508b; -urn, dat. pi. 319b. 
deop        adj., deep, profound; nom. neut. sg. 151b; 
nom. fern. sg. 184a; -an, dat. neut. sg. wk. 
8a; -an, ace. fern. sg. wk. 17b. 
deop-llc    adj., deep, profounds -an, gen. masc. sg.wk. 
364b. 
deop-lice   adv., deeply, profoundly; -or, comp. 9b. 
deop-nyss   n. fern., depth, profundity; -a, ace. pi. 21b. 
deor        n. neut., a wild beast, animal; nom. pi. 
288a, 463a; ace. pi. 271a. 
deor-cynn   n. neut., animal-kind; ace. sg. 268a. 
23 
deregend-lic see derigendlic. 
derian      I. vb., to injure, hurt, harm; inf. 463b; 
-ad, 3. pi. pres. ind. 288b, 432b; -ode, 3. 
sg. pret. ind. 425b. 
derigend-llc  adj., harmful, injurious, hurtful; -e, nom. 
pi. masc. 462a. 
diht        n. neut., a. command; -es, gen. sg. j6k&;   -e, 
dat. sg. 359b; b. a dictating; -e, dat. sg. 
21a. 
don anom. vb., to do; inf. 5°0a; dyde, 3« sg. 
pret. ind. 309a, 399b; dydon, pi. pret. ind. 
93b. 
draca       n. masc. wk. , a dragon, serpent; -an, nom. pi. 
462b. 
dreorig     adj., sorrowful; nom. sg. masc. 322b. 
Drihten     n. masc, the Lord; nom. sg. 96b, 140b, 165b, 
200b, 239b, 265b, 297b, 302a; -e, dat. sg. 
4l5b; ace. sg. 438b, 454b; vocative 122. 
drihten-lic  adj., lordly; -an, ace. sg. fern. wk. 153b. 
drincan     J.   vb., to drink; -<£, J.   sg. pres. ind. 528b. 
dwelian     II. vb., to err; -ige, sg. pres. opt. ?5a, 
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79, 93a. 
dwol-lice   adv., foolishly; 522b. 
dyde        see don. 
,dydon       see don. 
dyrstig     adj., bold; -ire, dat. sg. fern. 309b. 
dyrstig-nyss  n. fem., boldness, presumption; -e, dat. sg. 
328a. 
dyseg       adj., foolish, stupid; nom. sg. masc. 39a? 
-an, dat. sg. masc. wk. 522a. 
E 
ea n. fem., a river, running water; -urn, dat. 
pi. 241. 
eac I. adv., also, likewise, in addition; 119a, 
192a, 211b, 370, 444a, 465a, 498a; eac swylce, 
also; 400a. 
II. conj., also, moreover; 131b, 136a, 160, 
214b, 243a, 248a, 403a, 46la. 
eaca        n. masc. wk., increase; -an, dat. sg. 473a. 
ead-modnyss n. fem., humility, humbleness; -e, dat. sg. 
308a, 325b. 
25 
eall       I. adj., all; nom. sg. masc. 143b, 473b; nom. 
sg. rteut. 102b, 241, 260a, 262a; nom ,* sg. fern. 
81a, 314, 378b; -es, gen. sg. neut. 148a, 
430b; -re, gen. sg. fern. 433a; -urn, dat. sg. 
masc. 19; -urn, dat. sg. neut. 335b, 519a; -re, 
dat. sg. fern. 477a; -ne, ace. sg. masc. 36a, 
391a; ace. sg. neut. 243a, 268a, 270a, 272a, 
273a, 423b; -e, ace. sg. fern. 142b, 390b; -e, 
nom. pi. masc. 97b, 101a, 229a, 412b, 464a, 
487a; -e, nom. pi. neut..180b, 375a, 53^a, 
535b; -e, nom. pi. fern. 393a; -ra, gen. pi. 
neut. 386a, 542b; -ra, gen. pi. fern. 350b; -urn, 
dat. pi. masc. 318a, 334a, 486a; -urn, dat. pi. 
neut. 355a, 431b; -urn, dat. pi. fern. 432a, 
488a, 489a, 520a, 521a; -e, ace. pi. masc. 
105a, 211a, 240b; -e, ace. pi. neut. 2b, 108b, 
172b, 173a, 278b, 356a, 383b; -e, ace. pi. fern. 
21b, 57b. II. adv., quite, entirely; 151b, 
167b, 168a, 184b, 236a, 238a, 243b, 465b; mid 
ealle, completely; 363a, 5Hb. 
eal swa    conj., just ass 377b. 
eald       adj., old; -e, nom. sg. fern. wk. 23b, 24a, 
81a; -an, gen. sg. fern. wk. 28b; -an, dat. sg. 
masc. wk. 396a. 
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eallunga    adv., altogether, entirely; 443b. 
eard n. masc., a country, region; -e, dat. sg. 
26la. 
earfop-llce  adv., with difficulty, sorely; 535a• 
earfop-nyss n. fem., difficulty, hardship; -urn, dat. pi. 




adj., poor, miserable; -um, dat. pi. masc. 
394a. 
n. masc, a wretched being; -as, ace. pi. 
492a, 499a. 
n. neut., Easter, the feast of Easter; nom. 
pi. 221a (glossed in medieval times with 
"ester"). 
eacte        adv., easily; 26lb. 
eade-lic    adj., easy; -e, ace. sg. neut. 443a. 
ece adj., eternal, everlasting; nom. sg. masc. 
485b; -um, dat. sg. masc. 389b, 492b; -an, 
dat. sg. fem. wk. 538a; aec. sg. neut. 447b, 
514a; -um, dat. pi. neut. 499t>. 
ec-nyss     n. fem., eternity; -e, dat. sg. 483b, 487b, 
517a, 518b. 
27 
eges-lTc    adj., dreadful; -an, ace. pi. wk. 276a. 
eft adv., again; 123a, 134a, 528a. 
embe        prep., about, concerning; with ace. 5t>» 17b, 
66b, 69b, 70b, 31b, 86a, 87a, 94b, 296b, 
343b, 401a. 
em-niht     n. fern., (vernal) equinox; -e, dat. sg. 219a. 
ende        n. masc, end; -e, dat. sg. 366b, 446b. 
ende-leas-lice  adv., eternally, endlessly; 396b. 
engel       n. masc., an angel; -as, nom. pi. 46, 97b, 
118b1 -a, gen. pi. 327, 479b; -urn, dat. pi. 
318a, 448b, 481b, 503a; -as, ace. pi. 103a. 
Englisc     adj., English; -re, ace. sg. fern. 331; ace. 
sg. neut. as subst. 32a, 175a, 369, 428. 
eom see beon. 
eordian     II. vb., to dwell, live; -ad", 3- pi- pres. 
ind. 271b. 
eorpe       n. fern. wk., the earth, ground, soil; nom. 
sg. 127a, 167a, 195a, 266a, 378a, 406a, 4l0a{ 
-an, gen. sg. 136b, 142b, 166b, 180b, 185a, 
233b, 344b1 -an, dat. sg. 249. 272b, 298b, 
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325a, 355b, 408a; -an, ace. sg. 33b, 100b, 
151a, 182a, 187a, 205b, 213a, 237a, 352b, 
353b- 
eow see ic. 
ester        medieval gloss for "eastron," 221a. 
et medieval gloss for "yt," 527b, for "gymde," 
19. 
etan 5- vb., to eat, consume? yt, "}.   sg. pres. 
ind. 527b (glossed in medieval times with 
"et") ; ete, sg. pres. opt. 436b, 482b; a?ton, 
3. pi. pret. ind. 453a; aete, sg. pret. opt. 
517b. 
ebme medieval gloss for "fnsest;" 132a. 
P 
fader n.   masc,   father;   nom.   sg.   47b,   73a,   76b, 
369?   dat.   sg.   55b,   59b,   540b. 
faeger adj.,   beautiful;   -ne,   ace.   sg.  masc.   306b. 
faeger-nyss        n.   fern. ,   beauty;   -e,   dat.   sg.   103b. 
fser-lic adj.,   sudden,   unexpected,   quick;   nom.   sg. 
masc.   or neut.   387a. 
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faest       adj., fixed, firm; -an, dat. sg. masc. wk. 
212b, 234b. 
faestnung    n. fern., a fastening; -e, ace. sg. 3^7a. 
failed"      medieval gloss for "fyld\ " 23^a. 
feala       adj., many, much; indeclinable, 93b, 262b, 
278a. 
feallan     7« vb. , to fall down; fyld, J>.   sg. pres. ind. 
23^a (glossed in medieval times with "failed"); 
feoll, 3- sg* pret. ind. 317b? -ende, pres. 
p. 322a. 









adv., far, at a distance; 238a. 
ord. num., fourth; -an, dat. sg. masc. wk. 
200a. 
card, num., four; indeclinable, 1^7b, 405b. 
card. num., forty; uninflected, 18a. 
card, num., five; uninflected, 22a, 30a. 
ord. num., fifth; -an, dat. sg. masc. wk. 239a, 
30 
fifteocta. ord.   num.,   fifteenth;   in  text  represented by 
"XV,"   116b. 
firmamentu(m)n.,   the  firmament;   ace.   sg.   l^la   (inflec- 
tion  is  carried over  from  Latin). 
fisc n.  masc.,   a fish;   fixum,   dat.   pi.   2^5a,   2k6b, 
33^-a;   fixas,   ace.   pi.   2k0b. 
fidere n.   neut.,   a wing;   -a,   nom.   pi.   137b. 
fider-fote       adj.,   four-footed;   nom.   sg.   neut.   272a 
("fider-"  glossed in medieval  times with 
"clef"). 
fixas,   fixum     see   fisc. 
flffisc n.   neut.,   flesh;   -e,   dat.   sg.   255- 
flax-f6"te adj.,   web-footed;   nom.   pi.   masc.   251a 
(glossed in medieval  times with "holuofete"). 
flea n.  masc.   wk.,   a flea;   -n,  nom.   pi.   46la. 
fleogan 2.   vb.,   to  fly;   fleodt,   3-   sg.   pres.   ind. 
263b;   fleod\   pi.   pres.   ind.   137a. 
fleogende adj.,   flying,   winged;   -um,   dat.   pi.  masc. 
35^b. 













n. masc. or neut., a flowing of water, wave, 
tide, sea, rivers -urn, dat. pi. 250b. 
adj., flowing; -urn, dat. pi. fern. 245b. 
n. masc., breath; nom. sg. 132a (glossed in 
medieval times with "edme"). 
n. masc. wk. , nourishment, food; -an, ace. sg, 
252b. 
n. neut., a nation, people; -e, dat. sg. 25b. 
prep., on account of, because of5 with dat. 
301a, 417b, 451b, 475b, 498b. 
for-beodan  2. vb., to forbid, prohibit; -boden, past p. 
434b. 
for-boden   adj., prohibited; -an, dat. sg. neut. wk. 
453b. 
fore-saed    adj., foretold, aforesaid; -an, dat. sg. fern, 
wk. 272b. 
fore-sceawian II. vb., to foresee, provide; -ode, 3« sg. 
pret. ind. 494a. 
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fore-sceawung n. fern., providence, foresight; -e, dat. sg. 
251b. 
for-geaf     see for-gifan. 
for-gifan    5« vb., to give 5 -d, 3- sg. pres. ind. 514a; 
-geaf, 3. sg. pret. ind. 244a. 
for-leetan    7. vb. , to forsake; -let, 3- SS» pret. ind. 
313. 
for-let      see for-laetan. 
forma        adj., superl., first; -an, dat. sg. masc. 
wk. 96a; -an, ace. sg. masc. wk. 115a. 
for-seon     5- vb., to overlook, scorn, reject; -d, J. 
pi. pres. ind. 394b. 
forp adv., forwards; 147a. 
for-di       adv., consequently; 95b; for-dig, 490b, 
536a. 
for-dam      adv., therefore, consequently; 342a. 
for-dam-de   conj., because, for, for that reason; 60b, 
114a, 168a, 174a, 180a, 262b, 287a, 299a, 
305a, 323a, 36la, 500b, 505a. 
for-dan-de   see for-dam-de. 
for-dig      see for-di. 
for-worhte   see for-wyrcan. 
for-wyrcan  I. vb., to forfeit; -worhte, 3- sg. pret. 
ind. 328a. 
for-wyrnan  I. vb., to prohibit, deny; -de, sg. pret. ind. 
490a; -ed, past p. 484a. 
fram prep., from, out of; with dat. 155a, 166b, 
169b, 203a, 457a, 499b. 
fremming    n. fern., a doing, a committing; -e, dat. sg. 
417b. 
fruma n. masc. wk., a beginning; -an, dat. sg. 
167a, 389a. 
frum-sceapen    adj.,   first  formed  or  created;   -an,   ace.   sg. 
masc.   wk.   398a. 
fugel n. masc, a bird; -as, nom. pi. 137a, 248a, 
250a; -urn, dat. pi. 244a, 354b. 
fugel-cynn  n. neut., fowl-kind; nom. sg. 260a, 262a; 
-e, dat. sg. 33^t>; ace. sg. 243a. 
full adv., entirely; 39a. 
full-fremed-lice  adv., fully, completely; 66a. 
furclbr adv., further; 85b. 
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fylcf        see feallan. 
fyr n. neut., a fire; nom. sg. 4o6b, 407a; -e, 
dat. sg. 41la. 
fyrding     n. fem., an army, an army prepared for war; 
-e, dat. sg. 293b. 
fyrst       n. masc, a time, a space of time; -e, dat. 
sg. 19, 299a. 
gaan        see gan. 
ga?rs n.   neut.,   grass,   a herb,   hay;   -e,   dat.   sg. 
279hi   ace.   sg.   188a. 
gabd" see   g5n. 
gal-nyss    n. fem., lust, lustfulness, wantonness; nom. 
sg.-467a. 
gan anom. vb., to walk, come, go; gaan, inf. 512a; 
gaed,  3. sg. pres. ind. 59b, 144a, 151a, 236a, 
530b; gad, pi. pres. ind. 147a, 238b. 
gang        n. masc., a passage, a privy; -e, dat. sg. 
530a; ace. sg. 230b. 
gast        n. masc, spirit, the (Holy) Ghost; -e, dat. 
sg.l05b, 541a; ace. sg. 59a. 
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gast-lic    adj., spiritual; -urn, dat. sg. neut. 50a; -e, 
ace. sg. neut. 28a. 
gat n. neut., a gate; -u, ace. pi. 480a. 
gear        n. masc. or neut., a year; -e, inst. sg. 
371a; -a, gen. pi. 290b; -um, dat. pi. 204b. 
gear-lie    adj., yearly, annual; -an, dat. sg. neut. wk. 
216b; -um, dat. pi. fern. 218a. 
geat n. neut., a gate, door; ace. sg. 503b« 
ge see o*u. 
ge   .    .    . ge     conj.,   both   .   .    .   and;   455t>. 
ge-beran 4.   vb.,   to bear;   -boren,   past p.   507a. 
ge-betan I.   vb.,   to make  better,   improve,   amend;   inf. 
401b,   497b;   -bette,   3-   sg.   pret.   ind.   495b. 
ge-bette see  ge-betan. 
ge-bilod    past p., having a bill or beak; -e, past p. 
agreeing with pi. subject 256. 
ge-bleod ^  past p., colored, varigated; -e, past p. 
agreeing with pi. subject 191b. 
ge-bletsian II. vb, to bless, consecrate; -ode, 3» sg. 
pret. ind. 246a, 351a, 360b. 
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ge-boren    see ge-beran. 
ge-brengan   I.vb., to bring, lead; -brohte, 3* sg. pret. 
ind. 427a. 
ge-brohte    see ge-bren^n. 
ge-bygan I.   vb.,   to bend,   bow;   -ed,   past  p.   183b. 
ge-cynd n.   neut.,   a kind,   nature;   nom.   sg.   465a;   -es, 
gen.   sg.   62b;   ace.   sg.   423b. 
ge-cwact see  ge-cwedW. 
ge-cwectan 5-   vb. ,   to  say,   pronounce,   order;   -cwa2cf, 3« 
sg.   pret.   ind.   125a,   200b,   265b,   36?b. 
ge-cydde see   ge-cydan. 
ge-cy"cfan I.   vb.,   to make  known,   tell;   -cydde,   3»   sg. 
pret.   ind.   16a. 
ge-cydYiyss       n.   fern. ,   testament;   nom.   sg.   23b. 
ge-dafenllc     adj.,   becoming,   fit;   nom.   sg.   neut.   8b. 
ge-dSn anom.  vb.,   to make,   put;   inf.   ?5b,   79. 
ge-dreccednyss    n.   fern.,   tribulation,   affliction;   -um,   dat. 
pi.   432a. 
ge-eacnian       II.   vb.,   to  increase;   -ode,   3.   sg.   pret.   ind. 
109b. 
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ge-earnian  II. vb. , to earn, deserve; inf. 326a, 450b. 
ge-edniwian  II. vb., to restore, renew, changes inf. 
366aj -enne, infl. inf. 363b• 
ge-endian   II. vb. , to end, to come to an end; -ad", 3« 
sg. pres. ind. &5a; -od, past p. 357b« 
ge-endebyrdan  I. vb., to set in order, arrange; -de, 
past p. agreeing with subject 231b. 
ge-etan     5- vb., to eat; inf. 446b. 
ge-fasstnian II. vb., to fix, fasten; -ode, 3« sg« pret. 
ind. 212a. 
ge-fer-rSden n. fern., congregation; -e, dat. sg. 327- 
ge-fyllan 
ge-gada 
I. vb., to make total, complete, finish, 
fill; -ad", pi. imp. 247b, 352b; -de, 3- 
sg. pret. ind. 35^a. 
n. masc. wk., companion; -um, dat. pi. 300b. 




adj., whole 5 nom. sg. fem. 235h. 
7. vb., to call, name; -het, 3« sg. pret, 
ind. 149 (glossed in medieval times with 
38 
"cleopede") ; -haten, past p. 445a; -hatene, 
past p. agreeing with pi. subject 23a. 
ge-healdan   7- vb., to keep; -hylt, 3« sg. pres. ind. 
173a; -heolde, 3« sg. pret. opt. 443b. 
ge-helpan   J>.   vb. , to assist; -hulpe, 3* sg« pret. opt. 
402b. 
ge-heolde    see ge-healdan. 
ge-herian   I. vb., to praise, honor, glorify; -od, past 
p. 164b. 
ge-hu       adv., in any manner; 183b. 
ge-hulpe     see ge-helpan. 
ge-hwylc    pron., adj., all, nany, various; -e, nom. pi. 
masc. 282a, 461b; -e, nom. pi. neut. 288a. 
ge-hyran    I. vb. , to hear; inf. 3^a, 67a, 336a; -act, 2. 
pi. pres. ind. 70a. 
ge-hyrsumian II. vb., to obey, to be obedient to; -ode, 
sg. pret. ind. 426a; -ode, sg. pret. opt. 
4l5b; -odon, 3« pi. pret. opt. 435« 
ge-hyrsum-nyss n. fern., obedience; -e, dat. sg. 447a. 
ge-leafa    n. masc, belief, faith; -an, dat. sg. 12a, 
95a. 
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ge-leaf-least n. fern., want of faith, unbelief; -e, dat. 
sg. 68a. 
ge-lic      adj., equal, alike; nom. sg. masc. 312b. 
ge-lic-nyss  n. fern., a likeness, image; -e, dat. sg. 333a, 
ge-liffffistan I. vb., to quicken; -te, 3- sg. pret. ind. 
58. 
ge-limplic   adj., fit, suitable; nom. sg. neut. 282b; -e, 
nom. pi. masc. 258. 
ge-logian   II. vb., to place, lodge; -ode, 3- sg. pret. 
ind. 181a; -od, past p. 1^3a, 502b, 526b. 
ge-lyfan    I. vb. , to believe; inf. kOa,   91a, 152b; -ad", 
3. pi. pres. ind. 403b. 
ge-rnaca     n. masc. or fern, wk., a mate, companion; -an, 
ace. sg. 3^9t>. 
ge-macian   II. vb., to make, cause; inf. ?8a; -ode, 3- 
sg. pret. ind. 38b. 
ge-maene.    adj., common, mutual, general, in common; 
nom. sg. masc. 61b. 
ge-m§ere     n. neut., an end, boundary, limit; -urn, dat. 
pi. 185b; -u, nom. pi. 180b. 
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ge-mengan   I. vb., to mingle, blend, combine; -ede, 
past p. agreeing with pi. subject, 127b. 
ge-menigfildan  I. vb., to multiply, increase; -fylde, 
past p. agreeing with pi. subject, 247a, 
243b, 352a. 
ge-nog      adv., enough; 523a. 
geond       prep., through; with ace. 244b. 
geomerung   n. fern., lamentation, mourning; -e, dat. sg. 
475a. 
georne      adv., eagerly; 74b. 
geornfulnyss  n. fern., eagerness, zeal, diligence; -e, 
dat. sg. 537a. 
ge-restan   I. vb., to rest, rest oneself; inf. 531b;, 
-te, 3« sg. pret. ind. 360a. 
ge-rlmcrasft n. neut., computation, art of numbering, arith- 
metic; -e, dat. sg. 116a, 220a. 
ge-saelig    adj., fortunate, happy; nom. sg. masc. 4l4a, 
442b. 
ge-sa?lp     n. fern., happiness, felicity; -e, dat. sg. 
424b. 
ge-sawon    see ge-seon. 
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ge-sceaft   n. fern., the creation, a created thing or 
being, an element; nom. sg. 425a; -e, dat. 
sg- 335^, 405a; -a, nom. pi. 43a, 112a, 378b, 
380a, 393a, -a or -u, ace. pi. 4 lb, 42b, 57a, 
99b, 117a, 163a, 363b. 
ge-sceapen   see ge-sceppan. 
ge-sceawian  II. vb., to behold, view; -ode, 3- sg. pret. 
ind. 356a. 
ge-sceppan  6. vb., to create, form, shape 5 -sceop, 3- 
sg. pret. ind. 2b, 32b, 47a, 96b, 99a, 107b, 
109a, Ilia, 115a, 130a, 163b, 172b, 217b, 
239b, 308b, 348b, 379b, 383b, 388b, 470b; 
-sceapen, past p. 90b, 413a, 421b, 438b; 
-sceapene, past p. agreeing with pi. subject 
126b, 380b. 
ge-sceop    see ge-sceppan. 
ge-seon     5- vb., to see 5 inf. 88b» -seod\ 1. pi. pres. 
ind. 392b; -seah, 3« sg. pret. ind. 186a, 
321a; -sawon, 3- pi. pret. opt. 43b. 
ge-seod     see ge-seon. 
ge-settan I.   vb.,   to  institute,   establish,   set up; 
-te,   3-   sg.   pret.   ind.   25a. 
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ge-setnyss n. fern., a. law; nom. sg. 81a; -e, gen. sg. 
28b; -e, dat. sg. 501b; b. composition; -e, 
dat. sg. 129b. 
ge-sewenlic  adj., visible; -e, nom. pi. fern. 112b. 
ge-swac     see ge-swican. 
ge-swican    1. vb., to cease, leave off; -act, pi. pres. 
ind. 228; -swac, 3. sg. pret. ind. 36lb, 363a, 
364a. 
ge-swinc    n. neut., labor, trouble, affliction; nom. 
sg. 533a; -e, dat. sg. 173b, 424a, 469Bb; 
-urn, dat. pi. 457b, 526b. 
ge-sweotulian  II.vb., to manifest; -ode, 3- sg. pret. 
ind. 42a; -od, past p. 164a. 
ge-tacnung  n. fern., a sign, signification; -urn, dat. pi. 
210b, 218b. 
ge-ta?! n. neut., reckoning, computation; -e, dat. 
sg. 216b. 
ge-poht     n. masc. or neut., thought, thinking; nom. 
sg. 387a. 
ge-weald    n. masc. or neut., power, strength, might; 
ace. sg. ^30b. 
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ge-wearct see   ge-weorpan. 
ge-weorc n.   neut.,   work;   nom.   sg.   122. 
ge-weorpan       3-   vb.,   to become,   happen;   -wearct,   3*   sg.   pret. 
ind.   249;   -wurdon,   pi.   pret.   ind.   381a; 
-wurpan,   pi.   opt.   used  to  introduce   imp.   201a. 
ge-wilnian       II.   vb.,   to  wish,   desire,   seek;   -ian   (is  here 




see  ge-wyrcan. 
n. neut., scripture, something written, 
treatise; nom. sg. 161; -e, dat. sg. 10b, 
106b. 
ge-wundian  II. vb., to wound; -od, past p. 532a. 
ge-wurdon   see ge-weorpan. 
ge-wyrcan I. vb., to make, form, create; inf. 298a, 
332a, 390a; -wyrcd\ 3- sg. pres. ind. 373a; 
-on, pi. pres. opt. 204a (for -on in opt. 
see Sievers, paragraph 3^1); -worhte, 3* sg. 
pret. ind. 35b, 56b, 103a, 119a, 140b, 206a, 
211b, 269a, 306a, Jkka,   373b, 381b, 397b; 
-worht, past p. 3^7a, 420a; -worhte, past p. 
agreeing with subject 125b. 
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gif con j . , if, whether, though; with ind. or opt. 
69a, 70a, 132b, 133b, 295a, 307a, 380b, 1*14b, 
4l5b, 416a, 437a, 440, 442b, 471b, 524a, 528b, 
532a. 
gif n. fern., a gift, grace; -e, ace. sg. 402a. 
git adv., yet, still; 7a, 181b, 369. 
god adj., good; nom. sg. neut. 186b; -e, nom. pi. 
neut. 356b (The inflectional e usually marks 
an o-adj. as masculine. Sometimes, however, 
the masc. ^ is carried over to nom. and ace. 
pi. neut.  [Campbell, p. 263] . Since "god" 
modifies here "hi," which in turn refers to 
"weorc," neut. was chosen.); -an, ace. pi. wk. 
470a; good, ace. sg. as subst. 455b. 
God n. masc., God,deity; nom. sg. 2a, 15a, 20a, 
25a, 32b, 40b, 62a, 80b, 107a, 128b, 149, 
153a, 169a, 175b, 186a, 192a, 195b, 206a, 
225a, 246a, 269a, 306a, 324a, 329a, 344a, 348a, 
351a, 356a, 358a, 3?3a, 379b, 381b, 388a, 400a, 
418a, 427a, 436a, 456a, 470b, 479a, 490a, 494b, 
500b; -es, gen. sg. 10a, 21a, 49b, 161a, 251b, 
311a, 34lb, 505b; -e, dat. sg. 312b, 435; 
ace. sg. 66b, 70b, 84a, 91b, 162b, 382b. 
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god-cund    adj., divine; -an, dat. sg. fem. wk. 192b. 
god-cundnyss  n. fern., divine nature, Godhead; -e, gen. 
sg. 337b; -e, dat. sg. 63b, 72a, 54lb. 
god-spell   n. neut., gospel; nom. sg. 50b; -e, dat. sg. 
52b, 82b, 302b, 367b. 
gna?t n. masc, a gnat; -as, nom. pi. 460b. 
grasdillce   adv., greedily; 527b. 
grene adj., green; -an, ace. pi. wk. 188b, 
greowon see growan. 
growan      7- vb., to grow; greowon, pi. pret. ind. 190b; 
-ende, pres. p. 188a. 
grund       n. masc, ground, bottom; -e, dat. sg. 255* 
gyman       I. vb. , to heed, care for, take care of; -ad", 
3. pi. pres. ind. 395b; -de, 3. sg. pret. 
ind. 19a (glossed in medieval times with "et"); 
-don, pi. pret. ind. 214a. 
gymeleast   n. fern., carelessness, neglect; -e, dat. sg. 
475b. 
III. vb., to have; inf. 315a, 419a, 447b, 




539;   haebbe, sg.   pres.   opt.   222a,   333b;   -ad,   pi. 
pres.   ind.   45,   58,   230a,   2S5a,   353a;   hsefde, 3- 
sg.   pret.   ind.   423a;   hasfdon, pi.   pret.   ind. 
430b;   negated  forms:   nsefct, 3«   sg.   pres.   ind. 
384a;   nabbad,   pi.   pres.   ind.   343a,   375b;   ns&fde, 
3.   sg.   pret.   ind.   317a. 
had n.  masc.,   a person,   kind,   nature,   form;   -urn, 
dat.   pi.   ?la. 
Heelend n.   masc.,   the  Savior;   nom.   sg.   52a,   82a,   320a, 
367a,   505a,   513b;   -e,   dat.   sg.   538b. 
haerfest n.   masc,   harvest,   autumn;   nom.   sg.   226a. 
ha? tan I.   vb. ,   to heat,  make hot;   ha(e)tad\   3-   sg. 
pres.   ind.   41la. 
haetu n.   fern. ,   heat;   nom.   sg.   227a. 
hagen agen. 
ha(e)tacf see  hajtan. 
halgan see  halig. 
halig adj.,   holy;   -e,   nom.   sg.   neut.   wk.   161;   -e,   nom. 
sg.   fern.   338b;   -an,   dat.   sg.  masc   wk.   54la; 
-an,   dat.   sg.   neut.  wk.   52b,   82b,   302b,   367b; 
-an,   ace   sg.   masc   wk.   59a;   -an,   ace   sg.-fem. 






medieval gloss for "(tarn," 264b. 
n. fern., hand, power, control; -a, dat. sg. 
180a; -a, gen. pi. 122; -urn, dat. pi. 3^5a. 
7. vb., to call, name;-ad\ pi. pres. ind. 
I4lb, 428; het, 3. sg. pret. ind. 187a, 192a, 
479b. 
(he, hit, heo, hi, and their forms) pers. 
pron., he, it, she, they, and their forms; he, 
nom. 3. sg. masc. 18b, 20b, 22a, 27b, 37a, 
41b, 42a, 54a, 55a, 56b, 57b, 60b, 99a, 103a, 
107b, 108a, 109a, Ilia, 114a, 119a, 125a, 
126a, 130a, 144a, 145a, 146b, 150a, 163b, 
164b, 173a, 176b, 181a, 211b, 212a, 295b, 
304a, 307a, 307a, 309a, 310a, 313. 317a,333b, 
347a, 359a, 361a, 363a, 364a, 365a, 373b, 
374a, 385, 390a, 397b, 398b, 399b, 400b, 401b, 
402b, 408b, 410b, 413b, 414a, 414b, 415b, 
416a, 416b, 420a, 426a, 440, 441, 442a, 442b, 
443a, 451a, 452a, 468b, 483b, 485b, 495a, 
497a, 498a, 500a, 500b, 508a, 509a, 510a, 
524a, 525a, 527b. 528b, 528b, 530b, 531a, 
531b, 532a, 532b, 539; his, gen. sg. masc. 
29a, 36b, 42a, 43b, 52b, 73b. 76b, 82b, 
142a, 153b, 164a, 174a, 176a, 177a, 180a, 
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192b, 269b, 283, 300b, 301a, 302b, 307b, 
310b, 315b, 316b, 318b, 324b, 328b, 345a, 
345b, 346a, 3^9a, 356a, 359a, 361b, 367b, 
389b, 391b, 395b, 402a, 403a, 415b, 419b, , 
422b, 423a, 423b, 426b, 437a, 447a, 449b, 
451b, 463b, 479b, 486a, 496a, 496b, 498b, 
508a, 509b, 5l5~b,   519a, 524b, 525^, 526a, 
540bj him, dat. sg. masc. 27b, 61b, 67b, 92b, 
108a, 143a, 178b, 225b, 302a, 305b, 316a, 
348b, 349b, 392a, 411b, 425a, 467b, 469Aa, 
484a, 485a, 490a, 523a, 527a, 528a, 529a, 
529b, 530a; hine, ace. sg. masc. 17a, 20a, 
44a, 306a, 308b, 360a, 394b, 395a, 403b, 
404b, 418a, 419a, 460a, 464a, 5l4b; hit, 
nom. sg. neut. 4a, 8b, 29b, 186b, 249, 362b, 
387a, 439b, 501a; hit, ace. sg. neut.  109b, 
125a, 126a, 401b; heo, nom. sg. fern. 90b, 168a, 
170b, 171a, 171b, 181b, 183a, 184b, 377b; 
hyre, gen. sg. fem. 170a, 182b, 185b, 197b, 
350a; hyre, dat. sg. fem. 195b; hi, nom. pi. 
58, 125b, 126b, 161, 202b, 203b, 213a, 230a, 
238b, 252a, 254, 257, 258, 262b, 287a, 290a, 
319a, 356b, 380b, 381a, 395b, 396a, 429b, 435, 
453a, 455a, 458a, 459a, 471b (glossed in medi- 
eval times with "heo"), 472a. 473a, 476b, 515b; 
heora, gen. pi. 61a, 74a, ?7a, 80a, 9^a, 137b, 
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189a, 193b, 199b, 213b, 234a, 242b, 259, 267a, 
268b, 270b, 286b, 287a, 293b, 343b, 393b, 
431a, 454b, 458b, 465a, 475b. 478b? him, dat. 
pi. 45, 241, 252b, 254, 292b, 295a, 434b, 462a, 
466a, 474b, 476a; hi, ace. pi. 16a, 35b, 57b, 
128b, 138a, 138b, 169a, 192a, 212a, 246a, 
291a, 351a, 379b, 381a, 381b, 427a, 456a, 
471b. 
heah       adj., lofty; nom. sg. neut. 135a. 
hea-deor   n. neut., a stag, deer; nom. pi. 281b. 
hea-lic    adj., lofty; nom. sg. masc. 150a; -an, dat. 
sg. fern. wk. 300a; -urn, dat. pi. masc. 196b. 
healdan    7.   vb., to guard, hold, possess, preserve; inf. 
471a, 480a; heoldon, 3. pi. pret. ind. 472a, 
503b. 
healf      n. fern., a half, side, part; -e, dat. sg. 418b. 
heard      adj., harsh, hard, severe; -urn, dat. pi. masc. 
407b. 
hearm-llc  adj., harmful, injurious; nom. sg. masc. 485a. 
hean-nyss  n. fern., height; -e, dat. sg. 3Hb. 
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hel n. fem., hell; -e, gen. sg. 301b. 
heo medieval gloss for "hi," 471b. 
heofon      n. masc. or fem. wk., heaven; nom. sg. masc. 
1^9• 378a; (perhaps?) also heofone, 34b (The 
-e suggests dat. sg. masc, but the word is 
obviously nominative. The uninflected form 
appears in the A, B, D mss.); -an, dat. sg. 
fem. wk. 300a; -an, ace. sg. fem. wk. 33b; 
-as, norn. pi. masc. 122, 159i 159; -an, nom. 
pi. fem. wk. 100a; -a, gen. pi. masc. 1595 
-am, dat. pi. masc. 322b; -as, ace. pi. masc. 
113a, 160. 
heofon-llc  adj., heavenly; -an, gen. sg. masc. wk. 505b; 
-an, dat. sg. masc. wk. 202a; -an, ace. sg. 
masc. wk. 70b; -an, ace. sg. fem. wk. 448a; 
-an, nom. pi. wk. 135b. 
heoldon     see healdan. 
heora       see he. 
her adv., here, in this world, at this time; 3^a, 
110b, 117b, 129a, 274b, 320b, 336a, 521b, 
536b. 
herian      II. vb., to praise; inf. 395a; -iad\ pi. pres, 
ind. 162a, 393b; -iad, pi. pres. imp. 159; 
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-ian, pi. pres. opt. 161 (for the opt. -a- 
see Sievers, p. 304, paragraph 361). 
heste       medieval gloss for "be-bod." 443a. 
het see hatan. 
hi see he . 
him see he . 
his see he . 
hit see he . 
hlaford-scipe  n. masc., lordship, rule? ace. sg. 315b. 
hleowp      n. fern., shelter, warmth? -e, ace. sg. 529b. 
hlywcie      see hleowp. 
hneca       n. masc. wk., a neck; -an, ace. sg. 89a. 
hogian      II. vb., to employ the mind, resolve; inf. 
536a. 
holt        n. masc. or neut., a wood, grovej -urn, dat. 
pi. 196a. 
holuofete   medieval gloss for "flaxfote," 251a. 
hors        n. neut., a horses nom. sg. 281a, 294a. 
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n. masc, a back (of man or animal); ace. 
sg. 88b. 
I. adv., how; 2a, 85b, 90b. 
II. conj., how; 400b, 401b. 
card. num. adj., hundred; uninflected 290b. 
inter, pron., indef. pron., anyone, someone; 
nom. masc. 295a. 
n. masc, a whale; -as, ace. pi. 2^2a. 
inter, pron. as interjection, lo!; nom. neut. 
269a. 
medieval gloss for "hweowol," 14^-b. 
n. neut., a wheel; nom. sg. 144b (glossed in 
medieval times with "hweol"). 
adv., wither; 138a. 
n. fern., time, space of time; hwllon is var. 
of hwilum, dat. pi. lb, 106a (adverbially). 




ic (ic, we and their forms) I. pers. pron., I, 
we (and their forms); 1. sg. nom. 53a, 32la, 
370; mln, 1. sg. gen. 369; me, 1. sg. dat. 
88a; we, 1. pi. nom. lb, 5a, 6a, 7a, 9a, 81b, 
'  106a, 117b, 120a, 131a, 132b, 134b, 296a, 
379a, 392b, 412b, 428, 487a, 489b, 491b, 
493a, 512a, 516a, 5*9b, 537a; ure, 1. pi. 
gen. 96b, 132a, 140b, 165b, 200b, 239b, 265b, 
297b, 302a, 332b, 333a, 339a, 350b, 367a, 397a, 
410a, 495b, 505a; us, 1. pi. dat. 29b, 50b, 
133b, 238b, 264a, 329b, 488b, 494a; us, 1. 
pi. ace. 432b, 499a, 509a, 520b, 521b, 539. 
II. possessive adj. 130b, 133a, 538b. 
ilca        pron. adj., same; nom. sg. masc. 123b; -e, 
nom. sg. neut. 504a; -e, nom. sg. fern. 224b; 
-an, dat. sg. masc. wk. 119b, 297a; -an, dat. 
sg. fern. wk. 298b; -an, ace. sg. masc. wk. 
326b; -an, ace. pi. wk. 366a. 
ild        n. fete., an age 5 -e, dat. sg. 506a. 
ilfette     n. fern. wk., a swan; -an, nom. pi. 254. 
in-gang     n. masc., an entrance, entry; -es, gen. sg. 
484b, 490b; -e, dat. sg. 480b, 502b. 
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inn adv., in; 512a. 
in-to       prep., into; with dat. and ace. 133b( 301b, 
481a. 
irmp        n. fern., poverty, misery; -e, dat. sg. 458a, 
486b; -urn, dat. pi. 520a. 
irnan       3. vb., to run; yrnende, pres. p. infl. as 
adj. nom. sg. neut. 144b. 
is see beon. 
iu adv., formerly, of old; 401a. 
K 
kalendas    see calend. 
kl. abr. for "calend," 220b. 
L 
la§ce-crasft    n.   masc,   the  art of medicine,   a medicine; 
-e,   dat.   sg.   189b. 
la?ce-dom n.   masc,   a remedy,   cure;   -es,   gen.   sg.   532b. 
la§ran I.   vb.,   to  teach,   instruct;   -de,   3«   sg.   pret. 
ind.   17a. 
la?ssa adj.   comp. ,   less;   -an,   ace   sg.   masc.   wk.   ?6a. 
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lsetan 7. vb., to let; let, 3* sg« pret. ind. 419a, 
lagu n. fern., law? nom. sg. 24b. 
lam n. neut., clay, mud; -e, dat. sg. 344b. 
land n. neut., land, earth; -e, dat. sg. 274b. 
lande medieval gloss for "cfeode," 260b. 
lengra adj. comp., longer; nom. sg. masc. 223b. 
lang-sum     adj., long-enduring, long-suffering; -an, 
dat. sg. fern. wk. 13b. 
lang-sweored adj., long-necked, having a long neck; -e, 
nom. pi. masc. 253a, 279a. 
lang-swyrede  see lang-sweored. 
lar n. fern., knowledge, learning; -e, ace. sg. 
14a, 17b, 399a. 
lareow       n. masc, a teacher, master, preacher; -as, 
nom. pi. 114b (glossed in medieval times with 
"lordeowes"), 219b. 
lad adj., hateful; -urn, dat. sg. masc. 509b. 
leahter      n." masc, a moral defect; -as, nom. pi. 422a. 
lencten-llc  adj., vernal; -re, dat. sg. fern. 113b,219a. 
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n.   fern,   wk.,   a  lion;   -n,   nom.   pi.   284a;   -n, 
ace.   pi.   27^+a. 
adj.,   beloved;   -a,   nom.   sg.   masc.   wk.   76b, 
513"b;   -an,   dat.   sg.  masc.   wk.   5*+0b. 
see   lifian. 
I. n. masc, a light; nom. sg. 108a, 201a, 
222a; -es, gen. sg. 98a; ace. sg. 107b, 109a, 
Ilia, 215a; -e, dat. sg. 107a; ace. pi. 206b. 
II. adj., light, bright; -an, nom. pi. wk. 
201b. 
leoma n. masc. wk., a ray or beam of light, radiance 5 
-an, dat. sg. 213b. 
leornung-cniht n. masc, a youth engaged in study, a 
disciple; -um, dat. pi. 29a. 
let see la^tan. 
llc-hama    n. masc wk. , the body; nom. sg. 410a; -an, 
dat. sg. 430a, 492b. 
llcham-lic  adj., bodily, corporal, material; -um, dat. 
sg. neut. 405a. 
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llcham-leas adj., without body, incorporalj -e, ace. pi. 
masc. 105a. 
libban      III. vb., to live; inf. 290a, 487b, 491b, 
524a; libbe, 3. sg. pres. opt. 483b; -ad, 3. 
pi. pres. ind. 255, 279b, 287a, 412b, 489b; 
-ende, pres. p. 105b, 424b; -endre, pres. p. 
as adj. dat. sg. fem. 3^7b. 
llf n. neut., life 5 nom. sg. 526a; -es, gen. sg. 
130b, 259, 283, ^5b, 491a, 513a, 518a, 537b, 
-e, dat. sg. 13a (adverbially), 58. 320b, 
422b, 493b, 53^b, 536b} ace. sg. 68b, 447b, 
514a; ace. pi. 287a, 458b. 
lifian      III. vb., to live; leofact, 3« sg. pres. ind. 
522b, 5^0a; -ode, sg. pret. opt. 518b; 
leofodon, 3. pi. pret. ind. 458a, 473b; 
lifigenda, pres. p. as adj. nom. sg. masc. wk. 
40b; lifigendan, pres. p. as adj. ace. sg. 
masc. wk. 91b. 
lif-lic     adj., living, vital, causing life 5 -ne, ace. 
sg. masc. 3^6b. 
llgen       adj., flaming; nom. sg. neut. 502a. 
liget       n. masc. or neut., lightning, a flash of 
lightning; ace. sg. 321b. 
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lihting     n. fern., illumination, lighting; -e, dat. sg. 
208b, 209b; -e, ace. sg. 113a. 
litle       see lytel. 
llctan       1. vb., to go; lid", 3- sg. pres. ind. 171a, 
- 181b. 
locian      II. vb., to look, observe; loca, sg. imp. 7^b; 
-ige, sg. pres. opt. 89b. 
lof n. neut. or masc, praise, a song of praise, 
glory; -e, dat. sg. 392a. 
lofte       see lyft. 
losian II. vb., to perish, be lost, stray; -ion, 3« 
pi. pres. opt. 396b (-ien is the common opt. 
inflection, but -ion may occur, particularly 
in late WS [Sievers, paragraph 36IJ.); -odon, 
pi. pret. ind. 95b. 
* 
lordeowes   medieval gloss for "lareowas," 114b. 
lufian      II. vb., to love, show love; -iact, 3- pi- 
pres. ind. 51^-b. 
lufu        n. fern., love; nom. sg. 6la, 7^a; -e, dat. sg. 
^O^ia; ace. sg. 77a. 
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'lust        n. masc, a desire, pleasure 5 -urn, dat. pi. 
lybban      see libban. 
lyft        n. masc, neut. , or fern., sky, air, atmos- 
phere; nom. sg. 102a, 135a, 138b, *K)6b; -e, 
dat. sg. 171t>. 4l2a; ace. sg. 130a, 133b, 
2^4-b. 
lyften      adj., airy, aerial; -e, nom. pi. masc. 460b. 
lys n. fern., a louse; nom. pi. 460a. 
lystan      I. vb., to cause pleasure, desire; lyst, 3» 
sg. pres. ind. 530a- 
lytel       adj., little; litle, ace. sg. neut. 440; -an, 
dat. sg. fern. wk. 77b. 
M 
masden n.   neut.,   a maiden,   virgin;   -e,   dat.   sg.   50713' 
masg see magan. 
msegenprym-nyss   n.   fem.,   majesty,   glory;   -e,   gen.   sg.   63a. 
maere adj.,   great,   splendid;   -ne,   ace.   sg.   masc. 
308b. 
maerpu n.   fem.,   greatness,   honor;   -a,   ace.   pi.   43b. 
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map        n. fern., measure, degree, proportion; -e, ace. 
sg. 92a. 
magan       pret. pres. vb. , to be able to; miht, 2. sg. 
pres. ind. 78b, 88b; maeg, 3- sg. pres. ind. 
65a, 177^, 291a, 535b; magon, pi. pres. ind. 
7a, 11a, 34a, 132b, 252a, 254, 290a, 336a? 
magon, pi. pres. opt. 202b (for the use of 
-on in opt. see Sievers, p. 3051 paragraph 
361)5 mihte, 3. sg. pret. ind. 497b, 500a; 
mihton, 3« pi- pret. ind. 5a, 459a; mihte, 3« 
sg. pret. opt. 401b; mihton, pi. pret. opt. 
137b, 463b (for the use of -on in opt. see 
Sievers, p. 308, paragraph 365)* 
manig       adj., many, many a; -a, ace. pi. fern, or neut. 
104b (for explanation of inflection see Camp- 
bell, p. 266, paragraph 643); -urn, dat. pi. 
masc. 197a; -urn, dat. pi. fern. 218b. 
manig-feald adj., manifold, numerous, various, abundant; 
nom. sg. neut. 4a; -urn, dat. sg. masc. 189b, 




adj. comp., greater, -an, ace. pi. wk. 286a. 
indef. pron., one, anyone; nom. sg. 291a, 
535a. 
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mann n. masc., a human being, man; nom. sg. 13a, 
39a, 65a, 3^2a, 347a, 413a, 450a; -es, gen. 
sg. 34la; menn, dat. sg. 14b, 402b, 421b, 
507a, 522a; ace. sg. 398a? menn, nom. pi. 46, 
141b, 152a, 292a, 372a, 376a; -urn, dat. pi. 
64a, 194a, 209b, 372b, 394a; menn, ace. pi. 
452b. 
manna n. masc. wk. , man (as opposed to woman); -an, 
ace. sg. 298a, 325a, 332a, 338a, 3^5b. 
me see lc. 
menigfeald  see manigfeald. 
mennisc adj., human; -e, nom. pi.1 masc. 372a. 
mennisc-nyss n. fern., human nature 5 -e, dat. sg. 27a. 
merigen 
mete 
n. masc, morning; ace. sg. 208a. 
n. masc, food, meat; -es, gen. sg. 286b; ace. 
sg. 255. 
J 
metes medieval gloss for "astes,"18b. 
micel adj., great; nom. sg. masc. 73a, 73b; nom. 
sg. neut. 4b, 64a; nom. sg. fem. 74a;  -e, 
nom. sg. fem. wk. 56a, 177a; -um, dat. sg. 
masc 36b, 452a; -um, dat. sg. neut. 7b, 
469Bb; -re, dat. sg. fem. 104a, 308a, 475a; 
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ace. sg. neut. 497a; -e, nom. pi. masc. 
263a, 289a; --urn, dat. pi. neut. 457b; -e, 
ace. pi. neut. 207a; -an, ace. pi. wk. 242a; 
-um, 79 (adverbially). 
micele     adv., much; 533b. 
mid        prep., with, among, in company of, by, by 
means of, through; with dat. and ace. a. 
comitative 45, 110a, 189a, 191a, 193b, 233a, 
300b, 318a, 396a, 420b, 421a, 448b, 457b, 
474a, 503a, 519a, 538b, 540b; b. causal 12a, 
56b, 133a, 162b, 168b, 196a, 196b, 197a, 198a, 
198b, 199a, 199b, 210b, 213b, 237b, 291b, 
308a, 309b, 325b, 328b, 3^5a, 351b, 391b, 
404a, 452a,469Bb, 508a, 515a, 537a; mid ealle, 
adverbially, completely, 363a, 5Hb. 
middan-geard n. masc, the earth, world, abode of men; 
nom. sg. 143b; -e, dat. sg. 65b; ace. sg. 36a, 
48a, 388b, 391a. 
mint, -e, -on     see magan. 
miht       n. fem., power, might; nom. sg. 56a, 164a, 
177a; -e, dat. sg. 391b; -e, ace. sg. 153b, 
172a, 192b, 269b, 324b, 496a; -a, ace. pi. 42a. 
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mihtig-lice  adv., mighty, with might, powerfully; 38a. 
mildheort-nyss  n. fern., mercy? -e, ace. sg. U-^6b. 
min see ic. 
mirigp      n. fern., pleasure, delight, joy; -e, gen. sg. 
^•33a; -e , dat. sg. ^57a; -e, ace. sg. ^50b. 
mis-lice    adv., diversely, variously; 191b, 231b, 263b. 
mod n. neut., mind, heart; -e, dat. sg. 64b, 
4^9b. 
modor       n. fern., mother; nom. sg. 350b. 
modig-nyss  n. fern., pride (in negative sense); -e, dat. 
sg. 309b (glossed in medieval times with 
"andan"). 
mona        n. masc. wk., the moon; nom. sg. 236b; -an, 
ace. sg. 207b, 209a. 
motan       pret. pres. vb., to be allowed, may; mot, 3. 
sg. pres. ind. 52^a; moton, "}.   pi. pres. ind. 
512a; moston, 3.   pi. pret. ind. 469Ba. 





n. masc., a mountain; -e, dat. sg. 16b; -as, 





adv., no, not; 34b, 92a, 107a, 133a, 229a, 
260a, 296a, 304a, 309a, 340b, 362a, 387a, 




n. fern. wk., an adder, viper, any kind of 
serpent; -an, nom. pi. 462b. 
(ne+a3fre) adv. , never; 85a, 145a, 221a, 228, 
425b, 442a. 
nasfde see habban. 
nasfd see habban. 
nalnne see nan. 
nasron see be on. 
nags see be on. 
naht (na+wiht) I. indef. pron., nothing, nought; 
ace. sg. 70a. II. adv., not, not at all; 26lb. 
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na-hwar     adv., nowhere, in no place; 177b. 
nama        n. masc. or neut. wk., a name; nom. sg. 174a, 
350a; -an, ace. sg. 161, 348b. 
nan (ne+an) I. indef. pron., not one, none; 234a. 
II. adj., no; nom. sg. masc. 65a; nom. sg. 
fern. 425a; -urn, dat. sg. masc. 26la; -urn, 
dat. sg. neut. 171a; -re, dat. sg. fern. 420b; 
naenne, ace. sg. masc. 384b; nan, ace. sg. 
neut. 69a, 384a; -e, ace. sg. fern. 317a, 37^a, 
375b; -e, nom. pi. masc. 422a; -e, nom. pi. 
fern. 2l6a, 380a; -urn, dat. pi. neut. 162b; 
-urn, dat. pi. fern. 421a. 
nat see witan. 
nates-hwon  adv., not at all, by no means; 305b. 
nador       (na-hwander) pron. adj., neither; -re, dat. sg. 
fern. 4l8b. 
v 
ne I. adv., no not; 5a, 7a, 19a, 65a, 68b, 69b, 
70a, 75a, 78b, 85a, 86b, 132b, 137b, 138b, 
145a, 152b, 162a, 171a, 176b, 177b, 221a, 228, 
234a, 261b, 274b, 277b, 278b, 304a, 309a, 
363a, 374a, 381a. 395b, 413b, 4l4b, 418a, 
425b, 436b, 442a, 468b, 482b, 491b, 525a, 
II. conj., neither, nor; 7a, 229a, 26la, 363a, 
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381a, 384b, 395b, 421a, 422a, 425a, 439a. 
neadian      I. vb., to force, compel; -ode, 3« sg. pret. 
ind. 418a. 
nele see willan. 
nellact see willan. 
neod n. fern., necessity, need; -urn, dat. pi. 194b. 
neorxnawang n. masc, paradise; nom. sg. 428. 
nis see beon. 
niht n. fern., night; nom. sg. 148b, 223b, 227b; 
-e, gen. sg. 214b; -e, dat. sg. 203a; -urn, 
dat. pi. 3b. 
niht-llc     adj., nightly, of the night, nocturnal; -ere, 
dat. sg. fern. 210a. 
niper-lic    adj., low, a place deep down; -an, nom. pi. 
wk. 100b; -an, ace. pi. wk. 154a. 
nolde        see willan. 
norp-dail     n. masc, a northern part; -e, dat. sg. 312a. 
nu adv., now, at this time or place; 74b, 85b, 
88a, 201a, 266b, 296b, 37?b, 392b, 432b, 
488b, 493a, 516a, 522a, 533a. 
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nyten       n. neut., an animal, beast, cattle; -u, nom. 
pi. 131b, 342b, 375a; -urn, dat. pi. 355a; 
-u, ace. pi. 266b. 
nyten-cynn  n. neut., animal-kind, species; ace. sg. 
270a. 
nyper-lic    see niper-llc. 
0 
of prep.; from, out of, of, on account of; with 
dat. a. indicating source or substance 21a, 
59b, 60a, 99a, 240a, 243b, 272b, 298b, 325a, 
344b, 349a, 4o8a, 409a, 436b, 446a, 453b, 
482b, 507b, 518a; b. partitive 54b, 55b; 
c. causal 4lla;  d. indicating motion from 
something 234b, 293a, 300a, 322b, 451a, 456b, 
509b, 510a, 511b. 
of-aete      n. fern. wk., food; -an, dat. sg. 194a. 
ofer        prep., over, above; 1. with dat. a. local 
311b, 355b; b. denoting object over which 
power is exerted 334a, 334b, 335a, 335b, 354a, 
354b, 355a; 2. with ace. a. denoting degree 
92a, 94a; b. denoting object over which 
power is exerted 353b. 
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ofer-swidan  I. vb., to overpower, conquer; -ed, past 
p. 222b. 
ofer-peccan  I. vb., to cover; -deht, past p. 168b. 
ofer-cteht see   ofer-peccan. 
ofer-wann see   ofer-winnan. 
ofer-winnan  III. vb., to conquer, vanquish, overcome; 
-wann, 3« sg. pret. ind. 508b. 
of-spring   n. masc, offspring, progeny; norn. sg. 478b; 
-e , dat. sg. 403a, 486a. 
oft adv., often, oft; 410b. 
of-tredan   5« vb. , to trample upon; -en, past p. 295b. 
olfend      n. masc, a camel; nom. sg. 280. 
on prep.; I. with dat. 1. local (literal and 
figurative), in, on;   la, 6b, 10b, 13b, 16b, 
22a, 52b, 63b, 64b, 65b, 82b, 106b, 120b, 
123a, 129b, 137a, 142a, 171a, 171b, 180a, 
182b, 185a, 197b, 202a, 205a, 212b, 229b, 
232a, 233b, 240b, 241, 241, 245b, 250b, 260b, 
26la, 271b. 274b, 277a, 292b, 293b, 302b, 
304b, 305b, 312a, 316b, 327, 3^1a, 367b, 389b, 
403b, 405a, 407b, 41lb, 418b, 422b, 423a, 
430a, 431b, 435, 439a, 449b, 467b, 469Aa, 
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469Ab, 492b, 493b. 501b, 520a, 523b; 2.tem- 
poral , in; 19, 33a, 35b, 47a, 96a, 102b, 113b, 
114a, 119b, 140a, 146a, 165a, 200a, 208a, 
209a, 210a, 216b, 219a, 239a, 265a, 297a, 
299a, 320b, 358b, 361a, 446b, 483b, 487b, 
506a, 510b, 517a, 518b, 53^b, 536b; 3. mark- 
ing other relations; a. marking manner, con- 
dition, quality, means; in, by, with; 13a, 
27a, 32a, 36b, 44b, 50a, 58, 68a, 71a, 72a, 
83b, 103b, 104a, l"05b, 116a, 175a, 257, 258, 
331, 359b, 369, 412a, 424b, 428, 458a, 465b, 
470b, 473b, 475a, 477a, 477b, 486b, 488a, 
489a, 489b, 495a, 5l6b, 520b, 521a, 526b, 538a, 
541b; b. marking object of thought; in, about, 
on; 501a; c. in accordance with; 220a, 242b, 
267a, 268b, 270b, 426b; d. comitative; with; 
218b, 3^7b; e. marking degree, measure, size, 
150b} f. separated from its case, 118b; g. ad- 
verbially, 145b; II. with ace, in, into; 
91b, 215b, 3^6a, 444b. 
onan        adv., continuously; 18a (derived from prep. 
phrase on-tan) . 
on-birgan   I. vb., to taste of, taste; -byrgist, 2. sg. 
pres. ind. 437a. 
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on-cnawan   pret. pres. vb. , to know, understand; inf, 
12b. 
one medieval gloss for "anum," 240a. 












I. vb., to illuminate, to make bright; -lint, 
3. sg. pres. ind. 108b; -on, pi. pret. ind. 
205b, 213a. 
adj., open, declared, public; nom. sg. fern. 
24b. 
see ort-geard. 
n. masc. wk., a source or origin; nom. sg. 
385; -an, ace. sg. 382b, 384b. 
n. neut., cattle, live stock; nom. sg. 371b. 
adj., immense; -an, ace. pi. wk. 276b. 
n. masc, orchard, garden; -urn, dat. pi. 198b. 
n. neut., breath, breathing; -e, dat. sg. 
133a. 
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orpian II.   vt>. ,   to breathe ;-iad\   pi.   pres.   ind. 
131a. 
op prep.,   until,   till;   with ace.   128a,   170b, 
370;   with  dat.   366b. 
op past conj . ,   until;   29b. 
octer indef.   pron.     adj.,   the   other,   second;   nom. 
sg.   neut.   444a;   -um,   dat.   sg.   masc.   123a, 
140a;   -um,   dat.   sg.   neut.   la;   -re,   dat.   sg. 
fern.   495a5   _e»   nom.   pi.   masc.  2 81a,  289b, 
46lb,   468a;   -e,   nom.   pi.   neut.   288a;   -um, 
dat.   pi.   fern.   194b,   224a;   -e,   ace.   pi.   neut. 
278a. 
odde conj.,   or;   77a,   89a,   90a,   387b. 
P 
paradls     n. masc, paradise; -e, dat. sg. 512b; -um, 
ace. sg. 427b, 444b, 481a (This inflection 
usually indicates dat. pi. in 0E; here, how- 
ever -um is carried over from Latin.). 
pard        n. masc, loanword, from Latin pardus; a 
male panther; -es, ace pi. 275 (The syntax 
of the sentence indicates ace, but the in- 
flection -es fits neither the 0E nor Latin 
paradigms.). 
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pine        medieval glaoss for "wite," 3°lb. 
R 
raed n. masc., counsel, advice; nom. sg. 387b; 
-e, dat. sg. 318b, 389b. 
rah-deor    n. neut., a roe-buck, nom. sg. 281b. 
reaf-lac    n. neut. or masc, rapine; -e, dat. sg. 287b. 
recfe        adj., fierce, cruel, savage 5 -an, nom. pi. 
wk. 463a; -an, ace. pi. wk. 274a. 
ribb        n. masc, a rib; -e, dat. sg. 3^9a. 
ricsian     II. vb., to rule, govern, reign; -act, 3« sg. 
pres. ind. 71b, 5^0a; -iact, pi. pres. ind. 
520b. 
riht        I. adj., right, just, proper; -re, ace. sg. 
fern. 466b. II. n. neut., a law, right, rule; 
ace. sg.  with prep, "on" adv.; a-right, 
prope rly; 42 6b. 
rodor       n. masc, firmament, the heaven of the fixed 
stars; -e, dat. sg. 154b (glossed in medieval 
times with "weolcne"), 155b, 202a, 205a, 212b, 





n.   f em. ,   the   sea;   dat.   sg.   2**0b;   ace.   sg. 
101b,   181a,   2^7b. 
n.   neut.,   a  seed;   -e,   dat.   sg.   189a. 
sad,   -e,    -on    see   secgan. 
said-tima n.   masc.   wk. ,   the   time   of sowing,   seed-time; 








n.   masc,   a  sea-fish,   a  fish  that lives  in 
the   sea;   -urn,   dat.   pi.   35^a. 
adj.,   in,   of,   from     the   sea   (or water);   -um, 
dat.   pi.   fern.   169b;   -an,   ace.   pi.   wk.   166a. 
see   singan. 
n. fern., the soul; -e, dat. sg. 341b; -e, 
ace. sg. 90a, 374a, 375b. 
sawul-leas  adj., without life or soul; -an, nom. pi. wk. 
3^2b. 
sceoldon    see sculan. 
see sculan. 











n. masc. wk., a devil, demon; -an, ace. sg. 
321a. 
adj., short; -um, dat. sg. masc. 257; -an, 
comp. ace. sg. masc. 285b. 
1. vb., to shine; -on, pi. pret. ind. 205a; 
-ende, pres. p. as adj. nom. sg. masc. 321b; 
-um, dat. pi. neut. 110a; -e, ace. pi. neut. 
206b. 
6. vb., to create, form; inf. 365b; scypd\ 
3. sg. pres. ind. 374a. 
n. masc., the Creator; nom. sg. 15b, 37b, 
72b, 217a, 383a, 397a, 542a; -e, dat. sg. 
426b; ace. sg. lib, 307b, 343b, 393b. 
pret. pres. vb., shall, must; scealt, 2. sg. 
pres. ind. 91a; sceolon, pi. pres. ind. 67a; 
sceolde, 3- sg. pret. ind. 307a, 326a, 446a, 
450a j sceoldon, pi. pret. opt. 487a, 491b. 
adj., guilty, sinful; -e, nom. pi. masc. 
454b. 
see scippan. 
(p^t, seo) dem. pron. , used as def. article 
and adj., the, that; used as rel. pron., that, 
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who, which; used as subst., that one, he, 
she, it, thatj se , nom. sg. masc. 2a, 15a, 35a, 
39a, 40b, 47b, 52a, 73a, 82a, 123b, 142a, 
151a (it), 156b, 178a, 217a, 221b, 223a, 236b, 
299b, 320a, 3^2a, 357a, 383a, 384a, 388a, 
408a, 413a, 438a, 450a, 479a, 494b, 513b; 
baat, nom. sg. neut. 24b, 32a, 46a, 49a, 50b, 
97b, 98b, 102a, 116a, 127a, 135a, 148a, 161, 
175a, 201b, 215a, 222a, 223a, 241, 272a, 331, 
369, 445b, 504a, 513b; seo, nom. sg. fern. 23b, 
24a, 56a, 81a, 127a, 138b, 167a, 195a, 223b, 
236a (glossed in medieval times with "(ieo") , 
266a, 305a, 338b, 339b, 467a$ dees, gen. sg. 
masc. 49b, 98a, 109a, 113a, 172a, 208b, 214a, 
341a, 364b, 399a, 484b, 490b, 505b; dees, gen. 
sg. neut. 152b, 364a, 537b; dsere, gen.sg. fern. 
136b, 180b, 185a, 214b, 233b, 344b, 417b, 
433a; dam, dat. sg. masc. 6b ((ian), 16b, 19, 
55b, 59b, 60a, 96a, 119b, 140a, 154b, 155b, 
165a, 200a, 202a, 205a, 212b, 229b, 231a and 
232a (glossed in medieval times with "den"), 
233a, 234b, 239a, 255. 265a, 297a, 312a, 358b, 
361a, 396a, 402b, 412a, 449a, 481b, 502b, 
510b, 5Hb, 512b, 522a, 54la; dam, dat. jjg. 
neut. 8a, 54b, 58, 216b, 4lla, 435, 436b, 
439a, 446a, 453b, 482b, 491a, 507b, 513a, 
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518a; dare, dat. sg. fern. 28b, 137a (it), 
166b, 249, 272b, 298b, 300a, 456b, 457a, 486b, 
50la, 506a, 538a; done, ace. sg. masc. 59a, 
66b, 70b, 76a, 91b, 115a, 128a, l4la, 149, 
209a, 313. 321a, 326b, 360b, 398a, 508b; paet, 
ace. sg. neut. 5b, 28a, 69b, 94b, 107b, 130a, 
131a, I33t>, 440, 443a, 447b, 472a, 500a, 503b, 
511a, 514a; eta, ace. sg. fern. 83a, 111b, 181a, 
182a, 187a, 205b, 208a, 213a, 215b, 222b, 247b, 
336b, 352b, 353b, 401a, 448a, 450b; d"a, nom. 
pi. (all genders) 23a, 43a, 100a, 100b, 101b, 
112a, 131b, 135b, 152a, 160, 162a, 190a, 201b, 
248a, 250a, 255, 279a, 289a, 342b, 463a, 534a; 
ctasra, gen. pi. (all genders) 30a, 159. 3Hb, 
327; dam, dat. pi. (all genders) 106a, 110a, 
120a, 155a, 156a, 169b, 224a, 244a, 245a, 
245b, 246b, 264b (glossed in medieval times 
with "ham"), 288b, 293a, 318a, 320a, 354b, 
355a, 374b, 394a, 432a, 448b, 481b, 488a, 
489a, 499b, 503a, 514b, 520a, 521a; da, ace. 
pi. (all genders) 21b, 42b, 57a, 103a, 117a, 
118a, 118b, 154a, 163a, 166a, 188b, 217b, 242a, 
267b, 271a, 274a, 275a, 275b, 276a, 276b, 
294b, 363b, 366a, 373b, 452b, 470a, 480a; 
se de, rel. pron., nom. sg. masc. 15b, 38a, 
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40a,   71a,   85a,   540a;   da de,   nom.   pi.   (all 
genders)   b$,   232a,   273b,   277a;   dam  de ,   dat. 
pi.   (all  genders)   2*03b;   da  de,   ace.   pi.   (all 
genders)   373a. 
sealm n.   masc,   a psalm;   -e,   dat.   sg.   120b,   123a. 
secan       I. vb., to seek; inf. 252b. 
secgan      III. vb., to say, tell; inf. 5a, 7b, 9a, 66a; 
segd, 3. sg. pres. ind. 50b, 110b, 129a, 161, 
329b, 501a; sege, sg. imp. 88a; -ad, pi. pres. 
ind. ll^b, 117b, 219b, 26*4-a, 379a; see"de, 3. 
sg. pret. ind. 225a; saedon, pi. pret. ind. 
lb, 106a, 519b. 
seid        medieval gloss for "cwyd," 22^+b. 
sSl adv. comp., better; 3^2a. 
sel-cud     adj., little known, strange; -e, ace. sg. 
as subst. 365a. 
seld-lic    adj., strange, wondrous; -an, ace. pi. wk. 
275b. 
seoc-nyss   n. fern., sickness, illness; -e, ace. sg. ^59b, 
seofon      card, num., seven; uninflected 3b. 
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ord. num. adj., seventh; -an, dat. sg. raasc. 
wk. 358b, 36la. 
see beon. 
ord. num. adj., sixth; nom. sg. masc. wk. 
357a; -an, dat. sg. masc. wk. 265a; -an, 
dat. sg. fern. wk. 506a. 
simble 
smgan 





adv., ever, always; 4o4b. 
3. vb., to sing, recite; -act, pi. pres. ind. 
120a; sang, 3- sg. pret. ind. 123b. 
adv., afterwards, later; 22b, 99b, 109b, 
117a, 348a, 365b, 399b, 417a, 441, 458b, 
459a, 469Ab, 471a. 
card. num., six; uninflected 3a. 
II. vb., to consider, meditate, inquire, 
ponder; inf. 86a, 87b; -de, sg. pret. opt. 
400b; -don, pi. pret. ind. 94b. 
adv., soon, at once, immediately; 190a, 
195a, 206a. 295b, 317b. ^37b, 441. 
n. fem., sorrow, care; -e, dat. sg. 477b. 
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sorh-full   adj., sorrowful, full of care; -um, dat. sg. 
neut. 493b. 
sop I. adj., true; nom. sg. masc. 55a, 5^2a; 
nom. sg. neut. 5^-a; -um, dat. sg. masc. 12a; 
-urn, dat. sg. neut. 10b; -an, dat. sg. neut. 
wk. 54b; -re, dat. sg. fern. 83b, 4o4a; -an, 
ace. sg. masc. wk. 66b; -e, ace. sg. fern. 
337a. II. n. neut. wk., truth; -an, dat. sg. 
379a. 
sop-fa?st-nyss n. fern., truth, good faith, faithfulness, 
sincerity; nom. sg. 305a, "}lh\ -e, dat. sg. 
304b. 
sob-lice    adv., truly, verily; 60b, 71b, 87b, 88a, 
236b, 250a, 385. 
speche      medieval gloss for "spra^ce , ""331. 
spell       n. neut., a discourse, sermon, homily; -e, 
dat. sg. la. 
sprsec      n. fern., speech; -e, dat. sg. 331 (glossed in 
medieval times with "speche"). 
sprsecon     see sprecan. 
sprecan     5- vb., to speak; inf. 296b; -e, 1. sg. pres. 













I. vb., to put forth, bring forth; inf. 187b, 
192a. 
n. masc, a stone; nom. sg. 408a; -um, dat. 
pi. 407b. 
n. masc, a rock; -um, dat. pi. 409a. 
6. vb., to stand; stent, stynt, 3« sg. pres. 
ind. 145a, 170b, 171b; -ad\ pi. pres. ind. 
232a; stod, J.   sg. pret. ind. 196a. 
adj., lofty, high; -an, dat. sg. masc. wk. 
229b. 
n. masc, a place, spot, locality; -e, ace 
sg. 170a. 326b. 
see standan. 
n. masc. wk., a star; -an, nom. pi. 201b, 
229a; ace pi. 211a. 
adv., still, motionlessly; 145b. 
see standan. 
adj., strong, powerful, mighty; -ne, ace sg. 
masc 285a. 
strangung   n. fern., an invigorating; -e, dat. sg. 130b. 
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strength     n. fem. , strength, vigor; -e, dat. sg. 104a. 












I. vb., to move; -act, pi. pres. ind. 355b. 
indef. pron., some, one of many, a certain 
one 5 -urn, dat. sg. masc. 120b; -urn, dat. sg. 
neut. la; ace. sg. neut. 9b, 67b; -e, nom. pi. 
masc. 230a, 253a, 376a. 
n. masc, summer; nom. sg. 226b. 
n. masc., the power of swimming; ace. sg. 
245a. 
n. fem. wk., the sun; nom. sg. 236a; -an, 
ace. sg. 207b, 208a. 
n. masc., a son; nom. sg. 49b, 505b; -a, dat. 
sg. 60a; ace. sg. 76a. 
n. neut. or fem., torment; -urn, dat. pi. 
499b. 
I. adv., so, thus, in this way or manner; 
4a, 4b, 5b, 7b, 38a, 75a, 78b, 79, 164b. 
184b, 186b, 235b, 236a, 243b, 249, 308b, 
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309a, 357b, 362b, 413a, 429b, 439b, 442b, 
484a, 487b, 497a, 509a; swa beah, however, 
nevertheless; 408b, 504b. II. conj., a. as; 
289a; b. swa swa, as, such as; 6a, 8b, 48b, 
50b, 93b, 110b, 114b, 117b, 129a, 144b, 170b, 
178a, 181b, 195b, 219b, 225a, 253b, 264a, 
280, 288a, 321b, 329b, 367a, 373b, 392b, 399b, 
519b, 539. c. swa . . . swa (swa), as . . . 
as; 135a, 136a, 151b, 238a; e. swa bast, so 
that; 292a, 365a, 469Ba. 
swaa tan I. vb.f to sweat; swat, 3« sg. pres. ind. 
408b, 410b. 
swan n. masc., a swan; -as, nom. pi. 253b. 
swar adj., heavy, of great weight, oppressive; 
-an, comp. nom. pi. wk. 533b. 





3. vb,, to die; swulte, sg. pret. opt. 442a, 
adj., swift; -an, ace. pi. wk. 275a. 









3. vb., to swim; inf. 252a. 
3- vb., to labor; inf. 177b; swuncon, pi. 
pret. ind. 473a. 
pron. adj., such; -ne, ace. sg. masc. 38b. 
I. adv., in like manner, also; 46la. 
II. conj., as; 289b; swilce . . . swilce, 
as such . . .as, 492a . . . 493a. 
adv., very much, exceedingly, much; 5b» 75a, 
356b, 464b; -or, comp. 296a. 
see sweltan. 
swuncon see swincan. 
swura 
swurd 
n. masc. wk. , a neck; -an, dat. sg. 257;   -an, 
ace. sg. 285a (glossed in medieval times with 
"drot"). 
n. neut., a sword; nom. sg. 502a, 504a; ace. 
sg. 5Ha. 
swutol-lice  adv., clearly; 264b; -or, comp. 106b 
swylc(e)     see swilc(e) 
sylf pron. (refl.), self, own; 27b, 37a, 53a, 54a, 
82a, 86b, 108a, 125a, 126a, 186a, 225b, 316a, 
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329a, 3^8a, 379b, 385b, ^OOb; -es, gen. sg. 
21a, 316b, ^-3la; -urn, dat. sg. 392a; -ne, 
ace. sg. i'7&',   -e , ace. pi. 12b, 381a. 
sy(£)llican see seld-llc. 
synd, -on   see be on. 
synder-lic   adj., special; -ne, ace. sg. masc. 230b. 
syngian     II. vt>., to sin; inf. 398b, ^I3b; -ode, 3. sg. 








n. fem., a crime, fault; -e, gen. sg. ^17b; 
-um, dat. pi. *+21a. 
see siddan. 
see siexta. 
n. neut., a token, sign; -e, dat. sg. 203b. 
n. fern., a time, tide; -e, dat. sg. 113b, 
210a; -a, gen. pi. 1^7b, 2l6a; -urn, dat. pi. 
218a, 22^a; -a, ace. pi. 204a. 
n. masc., a tiger; -es, ace. pi. 275a (0E 
pi. inflection -es is derived from Latin 
tigris [ Oxford English Dictionary, p. 3320~j. ). 
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tilian     II. vb., to strive after (for), to toil or 
labor; -don, pi. pret. ind. 474b. 
tilung n. fern., labor; -e, dat. sg. 283, 286b, -um, 
dat. pi. 259. 
to I. prep., 1. with dat., a. marking motion, 
to, into; 26b, 29b, 53b, 225b, 246b, 436a, 
491a, 512b, 513a; b. marking figurative 
motion or change, in, into; 319b, 332b; 
c. marking condition or state, to, in, as, 
after; 339a, 340a, 340b, 345b, 372b, 379a, 
421b, 507a; d. marking object of desire; 530a; 
e. marking purpose, as, for, to; 130b, 189b, 
194a, 194b, 203b, 208b, 209b, 218a, 259, 
283, 286b, 291b, 392a, 473a. 2. with ace, 
marking relationship to abstract quality, 
to; 466b. 3- with infl. inf. of vb. 64b, 363b. 
II. adv., too; 93b. 
to-braace    see to-brecan. 
to-brecan   4. vb., to break; -braece, 3« sg. pres. opt. 
440. 
to-dajlan I. vb., to separate, divide; inf. 202b; -de, 
3. sg. pret. ind. 153a; -don, pi. pret. ind. 
215a. 
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to-don anom.   vb.,   to   divide,   put  asunder;   -dyde,   3« 
pret.   ind.   128b. 
to-drasfan        I.   vb.,   to  drive   away,   expel;   -de,   3-   sg. 
pret.   ind.   111b. 
to-dyde see   to-don. 
treow       n. neut., a tree; nom. sg. 444a; -es, gen. 
sg. 434a; -e, dat. sg. 436b, 439a, 453b, 482b, 
491a, 513a, 518a; ace. sg. 445b5 -um, dat. pi. 
198a. 
tr5ow-cynn  n. neut., a kind of tree (wood); -e, dat. sg. 
199a; ace. sg. 193a. 
tungol      n. neut. or masc. wk., a heavenly body (other 
than moon, sun, a planet, or fixed star); 
-um, dat. pi. 110a, 3Ha; -an, ace. pi. wk. 
217b. 
tux n. masc, a tusk; -as, ace. pi. 286a. 
twa card, num., two 5 ace. neut. 206b, 215b. 
twelfta     ord. num., twelve; represented in text as 
"XII," 220b. 
twentig     ord. num., twenty; uninflected, 147b. 
8? 
tyrnan      I. vb., to turn, revolve; -act, J.   pi. pres. 
ind. 232b. 
P 
pa I. adv., then; 20a, 119a, 153a, 186a, 206a, 
211b, 246a, 249, 269a, 307a, 313. 317a, 324a, 
329a, 344a, 346a, 351a, 356a, 358a, 360a, 
401a, 427a, 449a, 452b, 454a, 455a, 456a, 
459a, 465a, 469Aa, 476a, 477b, 479b, 485b, 
490a, 517b. II. conj., when; 128b; pa pa, 
when; 107b, 397b; pa hwlle, adv. conj., 
while; 146b; pa hwlle pe, adv. conj., as 
long as; 134b, 235a, 426a. 
pser        adv., there, in that place 5 17a, 338b, 339b, 
429a, 429b, 433b, 473a, 502a. 
pset        conj., that, so that; 5a, 11a, 34b, 40b, 43a, 
66a, 75a, 75b, 60a, 112a, 186b, 202b, 213a, 
222a, 223a, 252a, 254, 257, 256, 310a, 333b, 
376b, 379b, 366a, 390a, 393a, 396a, 398b, 
402b, 413b, 426, 435, 440, 441, 443a, 450a, 
453a, 476b, 482a, 485b, 487a, 491b, 495a, 
497a, 502a, 512a, 515b. 516a, 523a, 526a, 
537a. 
pe rel. particle, who, which, that; 14a, 22a, 
25a, 53b, 56b, 58, 59b, 81b, 94a, 99a, 108b, 
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141b, 154b, 155b» 160, 163b, 172b, 250b, 255, 
271b, 274b, 278b, 279b, 288b, 308b, 314, 
318b, 325b, 3^3a, 355b, 359a, 383b, 394b, 
411b, 432b, 433b, 434b, 451a, 464a, 470b, . 
483a, 486b, 489b, 503b, 514a, 514b, 520b, 
521b, 522b, 534b, 535a; be l£s,conj., lest, 
unless; 93a. 
beah I. adv., however, still, nevertheless? 9a, 
67a, 184b, 410b, 439b. II. adv. conj., al- 
though; 79. 89, 362b; beah be, adv. conj., 
although; 152a, 183a. 
peaw        n. masc, a custom, usage, practise; -as, 
ace. pi. 470a. 
cfeo        medieval gloss for "seo," 236a. 
peod        n. fern., a nation, people, a district occu- 
pied by one people; -e, dat. sg. 260b (glossed 
in medieval times with "lande"), 277a. 
peostru(e)  n. fern., darkness; ace. sg. 111b, 215b, 222b. 
peow-dom    n. masc, bondage, thraldom; -e, dat. sg. 
509b. 
cfes (otes, dis, cfeos) dem. pron., this; cites, nom. 
sg.   masc.   143b;   ctis,   nom.   sg.   neut.   64a,   516a, 
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533a; cJeos, nom. sg. fem, 224b, 235a, 329b, 
376b; dyssere, gen. sg. fern. 115b .(dysse ) 366b , 
506b; dysum, dat. sg. masc. 65b, 299a, 536b; 
dysum, dat. sg. neut. 10b, 320b, 493b, 534b; 
dyssere, dat. sg. fem. 13b, 26b, 129b, 351b, 
501b, 523b; disne, ace. sg. masc. 48a, 370, 
388b; dis,   ace. sg. neut. 52a, 86a, 170b, 
296b; das, ace. sg. fem. 14a, 17b, 151a, 





adv., thither; 530b. 
n. neut., a thing, a single object; nom. sg. 
382a; -e, dat. sg. 171a; ace. sg. 9b, 67b; 
nom. pi. 405b; -a, gen. pi. 366a, 5kZb\   -urn, 
dat. pi. 431b; ace. pi. 2b, 108b, 172b, 173a, 
383b. 
see pyncan. 
I. adv., then; 148a, 294a. II. conj., a. than; 
76b, 80b, 223b, 3^2b, 517b; b. when; 86b, 
527a, 528a, 529a, 530a, 531a. 
porfan pret. pres. vb., to need; -te, 3« sg. pret. 
ind. 413b. 
preo card, num., three; ace. neut. 290b (adv.); 
prim, dat. masc. 71a; prim, dat. fem. 3^0b. 
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pridda      ord. num. adj., third; -an, dat. masc. sg. wk, 
165a, 51°b; -an, ace. sg. masc. wk. 128a. 
prinnyss    n. fern., trinity; nom. sg. 338b; -e, ace. sg. 
83a, 336b. 
prowian     II. vb., to suffer; inf. 459b. 
dfu (ge) pers. pron., you; du, 2. sg. nom. 74b, 
75a, 75b, 78b, 79, 85b, 86b, 88b, 89b, 91a, 
93a, 436b, 437a, ^37b5 din, 2. sg. gen. inf1. 
as adj. 77b, 88b, 89a, 90a, 92a, 122; de,   2. 
sg. ace. 87a; gS, 2. pi. nom. 11a, 3^a, 67a, 
68a, 69a, 70a, 278b, 336a, 431a; eower, 2. 
pi. gen. infl. as adj. lib; eow, 2. pi. dat. 
7b, 9a, 53b, 64a, 353a; eow, 2. pi. ace. 12b. 
burn        prep., through, by means of; with ace. 39b, 
42b, 59a, 113a, 131a, 153b, 163a, 172a, 192b, 
269b, 294b, 324b, 381a, 382b, 399a, 402a, 
438b. 
pus adv., thus, in this manner; 120b, 156b, 161, 
246b. 
pusend card, num., a thousand; -a, ace. pi. 104b 
(In late WS a may supplant u and o in in- 
flections [Bulbring, paragraph 364J). 
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pyncan      I. vb. , to seem, appear; dingd,   "}.   sg. pres. 
ind. 522a. 
pyder       see pider. 
pyrstan     I. vb., to thirst, to be thirsty; dyrst, 3. 
sg. pres. ind. 523a. 
U 
un-begunnen adj., without beginning; nom. sg. masc. 37b; 
-ne, ace. sg. masc. 84b. 
un-dead-lic  adj., immortal, undying; nom. sg. masc. 415a. 
under       prep., under, beneath; with dat. and ace. 
151a, 154b. 
under-ba?c   adv., backwards, back, behind; 89b. 
under-feng  see under-fon. 
under-fon   7. vb., to receive, get, have given; -feng, 
3. sg. pret. ind. 20b. 
under-standan 6. vb., to understand; -stent, J.   sg. pres. 
ind. 525a.. 
under-stent see under-standan. 
un-eacfe     adj., difficult, hard; nom. pi. masc. 476a. 
un-geendod  adj., endless, without end; nom. sg. masc. 3&6b, 
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un-gelsered  adj., untaught, ignorant; -an, nom. pi. masc. 
wk. 152a. 
un-gelimp   n. neut., a misfortune, mishap; nom. pi. 
534a. 
un-ges£elig  adj., unhappy, unfortunate; nom. sg. masc. 
41 6b. 
un-gesewenlic  adj., invisible; nom. sg. fern. 167b. 
un-gewilde   adj., unsubdued, unsubjected, not in sub- 
jection; nom. sg. neut. 466a. 
un-foresceawod adj., unconsidered, hasty 5 nom. sg. masc. 
387b. 
un-mihtig   adj., not mighty; -re, comp. nom. sg. neut. 
80a; -ran, comp. ace. sg. fern. wk. 78a. 
un-peaw     n. masc, a bad habit, a vice, fault; -as, 
nom. pi. 468a. ^ 
un-panc     n. masc, ill-will, displeasure, not of one's 
accord; -es, gen. sg. (adv.) 530b. 
un-will     n. neut., against one's will, involuntarily; 
-es, gen. sg. (adv.) 467b. 
up-ahafednyss n. fern., pride, arrogance; -e, dat. sg. 
301a, 451b. 
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up-llc      adj., lofty, on highj -e, nora. sg.neut. wk. 
102a; -an, dat. masc. sg. wk. 512b; -an, 
nom. pi. wk. 100a; -inn, dat. pi. wk. 155a, 
156a; -an, ace. pi. wk. 118a. 
uppan       prep., on; with dat., 292b. 
ure, -es, -um  see ic. 
us see ic. 
ut adv., out; 456b. 
ut-a-blawan  7. vb., to breathe out, blow out; inf. 134a. 
utan        see witan. 
W 
wa n. masc woe; nom. sg. 449a. 
waeg        n. masc, a way, path; -e, dat. sg. 5Hb. 
wEere.-on    see beon. 
wass        see beon. 
wa?stm      n. masc, neut. or fern., increase; -e, dat. 
sg. 263a; -um, dat. pi. 193b, 199b. 
waster      n. neut., water; nom. sg. 127a, 4o6a; -e, 
dat. sg. 240a, 243b; -u, nom. pi. 162a; _U| 
ace pi. 154a, 160; -um, dat. pi. 155a, 156a, 
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wseter-scipe n. masc, a body of water, water; -as, nom. 
pi. 101a. 
wearcf   ^   see weorpan. 
weaxan      7-   vb. , to grow, increase; -ad1, pi. imp. 
247a, 352a; weohs, J.   sg. pret. ind. 467a. 
wel adv., well; 397a, 494a, 523a. 
wel-willende  adj., of good will, kind, benevolent; -a, 
nom. masc. sg. wk. 494b. 
wel-willednyss n. fern., benevolence, kindness; -e, dat. 
sg. 498b. 
wenan       I. vb., to think; inf. 291a; -don, pi. pret. 
ind. 376a. 
wending     n. fern., a turning around, revolution; -e, 
dat. sg. 146a. 
weohs       see weaxan. 
weolcne     medieval gloss for "rodere," 154b and "rodore," 
202a. 
weorc       n. neut., work; nom. sg. 176a; -es, gen. sg. 
36lb; ace. sg. 359a; -urn, dat. pi. 10a, 515^; 
ace. pi. 9?a, 356a. 
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weorold     n. fern., the material world; nom. sg. 235a, 
376b; -e, gen. sg. 115b, 366b, 506b; -e , dat. 
sg. 13b, 26b, 523b; ace. sg. 390b. 
weorod      n. neut., a host; ace. sg. 479b. 
weordlan    II. vb., to honor, revere, worship; inf. 
307b; -iad\ 3. pi. pres. ind. 404b5 -odon, 
pi. pret. ind. 44a. 
weorpan     3« vb., to come to be, arise; weard\ 3. sg. 
pret. ind. 347a, 357b, 507a; wurde, sg. pret. 
opt. 485b; wurdon, pi. pret. ind. 112b, 125b, 
126b, 319a. 
werig       adj., tired, weary; nom. sg. masc. 176b, 
362a, 531a. 
werod       see weorod. 
wld adj., wide, having no limit; nom. sg. masc. 
150b. 
wid-gil     adj., wide-spreading, spacious, broad; -an, 
nom. pi. wk. 101b. 
widgilnyss  n. fem., vastness, vast expanse; -e, dat. sg. 
197b. 




n. neut., war-house, tower, fortification; 
ace. sg. 292b (glossed in medieval times with 
"castel"). 
adj., wild; -an, ace. pi. wk. 271a. 




n. masc. wk., will; -a, nom. sg. 176a. 
anom. vb., to will, wish, command; wylt, 2. 
sg. pres. ind. 85b; wyle, 3.   sg. pres. ind. 
531b;   wylle, sg. pres. opt. 75b» 78a; -ad\ 
pi. pres. ind. 9a; wolde, 3» sg. pret. ind. 
43a, 297b, 316a, 324a, 390a, 498a; wolde, sg. 
pret. opt. 307a, 3lOa,398b; woldon, pi. pret. 
ind. 6a, 471b; negated; nele, 3« sg- pres. 
ind. 40a; nellacf, pi. pres. ind. 296a, 395a; 
nolde, 3- sg. pret. ind. 315a, 365t>. 
II. vb., to desire, ask for; -ad", 3« sg. pres. 
ind. 532b; -iad\ pi. pres. ind. 515b. 
wmnan 
winter 
3. vb., to labor, work; wunnon, pi. pret, 
ind. 469Aa. 
n. masc, winter; nom. sg. 226b. 
wis adj., wise; -an, dat. sg. masc. wk. 55b. 
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wls-dom     n. mas., wisdom; nom. sg. 55a, 73b. 
wise        n. fern. wk., manner, mode, way; -an, dat. sg. 
495a. 
wls-llce    adv., wisely; -or, comp. 11a. 
wissung     n. fern., instruction, guidance, teaching; 
-e, dat. sg. 466b. 
wlte        n. neut., torment; ace. sg. 301b (glossed in 
medieval times with "pine"). 
wltega      n. masc. wk., a wise man, prophet; nom. sg. 
123b, 156b, 178a. 
witod-llce  adv., certainly; 147a, 284b. 
witan       pret. pres. vb., to know; inf. lib; wyste, 
3. sg. pret. ind. 397a, 400a; uton, let us, 
1. pi. opt. used to introduce imp. or horta- 
tive clause 332a, 338a, 536a; negated form; 
nat, 3« sg. pres. 526a. 
wip prep., against; with ace. 454b. 
wip-innan   prep., within; with ace. 182a. 
wip-standan 6. vb., to resist, stand against; -stent, 3« 
sg. pres. ind. 295a. 
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wip-stent   see wip-standan. 




n. neut. , a cloud; -u, nom. pi. 135b; -a, 
gen. pi. 3lib. 
n. neut., a word; -urn, dat. pi. "}QX>, 162b, 




II. vb., to dwell, remain; -ad, 3- sg. pres. 
ind. 184b, 235b, 4llb; -iad\ pi. pres. ind. 
118b, 250b; -ion, pi. pres. opt. (for -on 
in opt. see Sievers, p. 305i paragraph 361, 
1) 5l6b; -ende, pres. p. 4la; -ode, 3« sg. 





n. masc., a forest, wood; -urn, dat. pi. 197a» 
271b. 
n. neut., glory; -re, dat. sg. 44b. 
n. masc, a wolf; -as, nom. pi. 284a. 
wundor-lic  adj., wonderful, marvelous; -urn, dat. sg. neut, 
359b; -re, dat. sg. fern. 103b; -ne, ace. sg. 
masc. 
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306b; -an, ace. sg. fem. wk. 269b, 324b; -an, 
ace. pi. wk. 57&- 
wundor-lice  adv., wondrously, wonderfully; 150a, 163b, 
184a. 
wunnon      see winnan. 
wunung      n. fern., a dwelling, living; nora. sg. 429a, 
-e, dat. sg. 456b; -e, ace. sg. 44ba. 
wurde , -on  see weorpan. 
wurdian     see weorcfian. 
wyle        see willan. 
wyll-spring n. masc, a bubbling spring; -as, nora. pi. 
40 9b. 
wylt see willan. 
wyn-sum adj., agreeable, pleasant; nora. sg. fern. 429a. 
wynsum-llce adv., pleasantly, agreeably; 190b. 
wynsum-nyss n. fern., a delight; -e, dat. sg. 477a. 
wyrcan      I. vb., to make, create, perform; inf. 310b, 
324a, 338a; wyrce, 1. sg. pres. ind. 370; 
-d\ 3- sg. pres. ind. 369; -ad\ pi. pres. 
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ind.   292a;   worhte,   3-   sg.   pret.   ind.   41b, 
3^9b,   359a. 
wyrrc n.   masc,   a reptile,   serpent;   -as,   nom.   pi. 
46lb;   -as,   ace.   pi.   267b. 
wyra-cynn n.   neut.,   the  genus  of reptiles,   reptiles; 
ace.   pi.   273a. 
wyrhta n.  masc,   a maker,   creator;   nom.   sg.   35a» 
wyrt n.   fern.,   a plant,   herb;   -a,   nom.   pi.   190a; 
-a,   ace.   pi.   188b. 
wyste see  witan. 
Y 
yfel n.   neut.,   an evil,   ill;   ace.   sg.   k55b,   495b, 
^97a. 
yld see   ild. 
ylfette     see ilfette. 
yip        n. masc, an elephant; -as, nom. pi. 289a, 
-as, ace pi. 276b, 294b. 
ymb-hwyrft  n. masc, a circle, circular course, sur- 
rounded space, extent; -e, dat. sg. 150b, 
182b, 233b, 237b. 
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yrmd see   irmp. 
yrnende see   irnan. 
yt see  etan. 
y*> n.   fern.,   a . wave (of the sea); -am, dat. pi 
166b, 169b, 245b; -a, ace. pi. 166a. 
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Proper Nouns 
Adam        masc, Adam; nom. sg. *j46a, *f82a, 517b; -e, 
dat. sg. 436a; ace. sg. 3^8b, 397b. 
Aprelis     masc, April; gen. sg. Il6b, 220b (inflec- 
tion carried over from Latin). 
Crist       masc, Christ; nom. sg. 26a, 50$&\   -e, dat. 
sg. 538b. 
Engle       masc, the Angles, English; -a, gen. pi. 
260b, 277a. 
Eua fern. wk., Eve; nom. sg. 350a. 
Israhel masc,   Israelite;   -a,  gen pi.   25b. 
Maria fern.   wk.,  Mary;   -n,   dat.   sg.   507b. 
Moyses masc,  Moses;   nom.   sg.   48b;  Moyse,   dat.   sg. 
16a. 
Noe masc,   Noah;   dat.   sg.   225b. 
Sinai neut.,   Sinai;   dat.   sg.   16b. 
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